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ABSTRACT 

This study titied "Peak Performance Perspectives" documents four peak perfomhg 

individuais' peqedvcs on their own optimal p d o ~ c e s  and examines how these 

individuais think and wànt do they do in order to hction at peak pctformance levels. 

Additionally, the study notes the common qualities, (is., particdar ways of thinking, acting, 

feeling) that emerge among the participants' descriptive rcpcnts and the seme of weU-bemg 

that cornes about as a dwct result of optimal performance behaviouts. Although world-class 

peak performers are reviewed in the literature documented in this study, the study itself 

focusses on individuals who are not world-class but are above average in theif areas of 

specialty. The study considers the implications of peak Momance among individuals that 

are not worId-class, and the efficts of such results on ordinary individuais, and on 

performance counselling. 
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cHAPTER1 

Introdur; tion 

The research purpose of this study is to document four peak perfonning individuais' 

perspectives on their own performances, in order to shed üght on the foilowing questions of 

interest: How do the* hdividuals rhink and what do they do in order to hct ion at optimai 

performance levels? Are there common patterns and themes, for instance common qualities, 

that emerge arnong their descriptive reports? if so, do these common quaiities (Le., 

particular ways of t-g, acting, and perhaps feeling) bring about a sense of well-being? 

Toward a Definition of Peak Performance. Peak Exnerience and Flow 

The construct of peak performance m u t  be defined and a clear definition of peak 

perfonners must be provided. Additionally, two other constructs - peak experience and fïow 

- must also be defmed and briefly touched upon as these constructs may coinci& with peak 

performance or may be expenenced within a peak performance. 

The constnict of peak performance was defhed by Privette (1991) as optimal or 

superior functioning, "releasing latent powers to behave effectively in athletic prowess, 

artistic expression, intellecacal endeavours, interpersonal relatiowhips, moral courage, or 

any activity" (p. 17 1). Thus, examples of peak performa~lce may be optimal fûnctioning that 

occurs in any activity nom creative expression, such as scdpting or painting, to prowess in 

sport, to mastery of an inteiiectuai problem, or even to the superior releasing of one's latent 

powers (the optimal hctioning) within a deep human relationship, A peak performance 

may relate to a particuiar event in an individuai's life and occur once in his or her life 

lifetime, or as stated, peak performances may occur continuously in individuais' lives, and 

be the "optimal functioning that occurs in any activity" throughout an individual's Iifethe 

(Privette, 199 1, p. 171). 
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According to Privette's 1983 study on peak experience, peak performance and flow, 

or optimal hctioning (or peak performance) "involves a holistic expenence of clear focus 

on seif and valueci object in transaction. The clariîy of focus, the strong sense of self, and the 

awareness of the transaction share importance with the value and focus on the central 

object'' (Rivette, 1983, p. 1364). In a peak p e r f o m c e  the individuai has intent 

Additionally, Privette (1983) stated that a peak performance mates an awareness of 

power in the individuai, an absorption and invofvement with seifand object or activity, thus 

a loss of ticne, space and temporality. Peak performance can also leave individuals with a 

sense of responsibility, seif identity, spontaneity, fkeedom, joy, and valuing. These aspects 

are also common to the constmcts of peak experience and flow, Rivette stated. Thus, it is 

possible that, in describing a peak perfoxmance, an individuai may also be talking about the 

peak experience or flow within a peak perfomuince. 

Peak experience, according to Rivette, was described by Abraham Maslow (1962, 

1964,197 1) as intense rneaning, "moments of highest happiness and fulfilment" (Pnvette, 

1983, p. l362), or positive experience. In peak expenence an individual experiences a 

profound intensity of feeling and signincance, and the expenence is transpenonal and 

nonmotivated. This expience stands out nom an ordinary every &y experience. 

Examples of peak experience rnay occur in creative work or sexual experiences, 

religious experiences, knowledge, listening to music, expenencing art or beauty, 

transcendental, or meditative States. Individuais have also described some part of their peak 

performances, for example, a particular moment within a spoa event, as king almost not of 

this world, in other words a peak experience. 

Individuals may also experience flow within a peak performance. Flow, according to 

Privette, was described by Csikuentmihalyi as "a common experiential state found in play 
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and, under some conditions, in other activities" (Privette, 1983, p. 1362). Additionaiiy, 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) in his book titied Flow, stated that flow rnay be stnictured, 

practised, and goal oriented, however it is an activity that is ensued more than it is pursue6 

Flow does not require optimal performance or an intense profound experiencing. It rnay be 

viewed as play and enjoyment and is intrinsically motivated. In other words, according to 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990), "flow is the way people describe their state of mind when 

conscioumess is hannoniously orde&, and they want to pursue whattever they are doing for 

its own sake" (p. 6). In this state of mind the individuai "concentrate(s) on the task at hand 

and momentanly forget(s) everything else" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. 6). 

Csikszentmihalyi (1 990) suggested that flow has a range of intensity. That is, 

individuais may experience anywhere fiom minimum flow to maximum flow while 

concentrating on the task at hand. An example of minimum flow or ''dcroflow" is an 

individual chewing gum or enjoying a good meal. An example of maximum flow or 

"macroflow" is an individual experiencing a complete range and a depth of potential, such 

as the flow or enjoyment that various individuals - rock chbers,  musicians, chess players 

at various levels of fiuictioning - may experience in their activities. According to Privette 

(1983), Csikszentmihalyi stated that flow is a type of fit that occurs when 

"challenge ... matches skili" and there is enjoyment and pleasure, rather than boredom and 

anxieîy @. 1363). 

To s e ,  flow is a subjective experience, is insrinsicaily motivated, and results 

in a loss of the self or the ego but most importantly is 'fun' for the individual (Privette, 

1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Peak experience, according to Privette (1 983) who quoted 

Maslow, is a cosmic experience, that is, a vast and grandiose experience of intense meaning 

and feeling. Peak experience is non or metamotivated, and like flow also results in a loss of 
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the self or the ego. Peak performance is viewtd more as optimal functioning and is seen as a 

type of behaviour rather than a particuiar type of activity, although it includes activity 

(Privette, 1983). Unlike the other two constmcts, peak performance involves intent and 

results in a strong sense of the selfor seif understanding, as opposed to a loss of selE 

Additionally, a peak performance requins a clear focus on a centrai object and superior 

behaviour and supenor level of performance on behalfof the individual. In other words the 

individual is behaving at his or her personai best. 

Thus, peak performance, peak experience, and fîow may co~mect, overlap or 

coincide on a few points. Each state or phenornenon, as Privette (1983) pointed out, is a 

subjective and positive expenence. For instance, the qualities of absorption, focus and 

aîtention, joy, and valuing (meaning) arr cornmon to al1 three constructs. Also, peak 

performance and peak experience, according to Privette, share the qualities of perception, a 

sense of newness, and process. 

Hence, an event in an individual's Iife experience may contain aspects of ali three 

constructs. Consider the following hypothetical example of a musician playing his or her 

musical instrument. This experience rnay invalve the state of peak performance, that is, a 

way of behaviour whereby the individuai is fiinctioning optirnally or at his or her personal 

best Additionally, at this same tirne, this same individuai may &O experience a sense of 

flow. The individual may be concentrating on the task at hand thereby momentariIy 

forgetting al1 else, enjoying the moment, thus in a state of flow. Also, ifat this same tirne, 

this same individual expenences: a sense of profound intensity of feeling of highest 

happiness and fitlf3ment or weli-being; a feeling of intense meaning; a feeling of mystery 

and awe and being not of this world; this same individuai has had a peak experience. In 
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such a situation, all three constructs have overlapped or coincideci, and an individual has 

expenenced the states of peak performance, flow, and peak experience. 

However, for the purpose of clarification, note that Rivette (1 983) associated the 

following quaiities with peak pdormance: (a) high level of paformance; (b) superiot 

behaviouq (c) strong sense of self, or seLf-identity; (d) sense of responsibüity; (e) intention; 

(f) spontaneous involvement; (g) impulsions toward dosure; (h) xnw of fkeedom; (i) sense 

of fulnlrnent; (j) sense of value and joy; (k) awareness of power, 0) sense of clear focus and 

absorption; (m) aud a sense of temporality (Le. of king in the present moment, or a sense of 

being taken out oftime, of being 'not of rhis world' (p. 1365). This study will focus on the 

qualities pertaining to peak performance. 

A Definition of Peak Performance and Peak Perfamers in the Context of This Study 

Regarding the peak performance mode or the high pedionnance experience (note 

that the reference here is to the experience of optimal functioning, which is not to be 

confused with peak experience), 1 see this mode as an experience or state of hctioning that 

can be identified in many peoples' Lives - a state of hctioning at one's personal best In 

other words, 1 agree with Rivette's 1983 study which stated that peak performance is 

"supenor use of human potential; ... efficient, creative, productive, or in some way better 

than habitua1 behavior .... exceeds typical behavior-.=fers to fiil1 use of any human 

power .... is a high level of fùnctioning rather than a type of activity" (p. 1362). 

In my study, peak performance wiii not be identified as a level of hctioning that 

produces world-class d t s ,  although peak performances of world-class peak performers 

may be examined in the literature. Note that the word 'world-class' which defines athletes 
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or artists in the Litaahm is ascribed to the said world-class pertonners by the extenral 

worId, according to the extemal world's standards. Thus, an athlete is world-class because 

he or she won a gold medd at the Olympics, and a musician is world-class because he or 

she may also elicit a particular response fiom the world, 

To define peak @ormance only in worldclass tenns would make the peak 

performance experience unattainable for al1 but a few extremely gifted individuals. After all, 

for an individuai with the genius of Mozart, peak performance seems inevitable. A study 

with such a focus would not teach us how individuals who do not have the genius of 

Mozart, produce surprisingly good results, and how those results rnight be applied toward 

performance programs and counselling individuals toward optimal bctioning in various 

area of theû lives. Hence, peak performance is defined as optimal fiinctioning (Rivette, 

l983), however with one exception, that this optimal hctioning refers to an individual's 

'personal best,' and not to a 'world-class' optimal fiinctioning. 

Accordingly, the dennition of a peak perfonner, for the purpose of this study, is an 

individual who is optimally fûnctioning at his or her personai best using his or her own 

unique abilities and aware of his or her limitations. This study focusses on the peak 

performer whose gifts, talents, and potentials are high but not as obvious as those of Mozart, 

yet this peak performer rnakes fui1 use of his or her potentials. Like the world-class gold 

medal winner, this individual fhctions at a level of 'personal best' in his or her area of 

interest. Like the gold medal winner this individual is also seen by his or her external world, 

that is, the extemal world of the individual's peêrs, cokagues, and comunity, as a peak 

performer. This individual is a peak performer because he or she elicits response, 

admiration, recognition, and reward fiom his or het external world. This study documents 
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the perspectives of four individual peak performers regardhg theu various peak 

performances (or peak performance behaviours). 



c-2 

Literature Review An Exploration of Peak Performance 

Introduction 

A peak performance is defineû as an ideai moment or state of optimal mentai and 

physical fünctioning. The performance traascends ordinary levels of functioning, and results 

in supenor functionhg. This chapter identifies some of the common qualities of peak 

performance and ofpeak perfionners as d e s c f l i  in research literature. Additiondy, this 

chapter explores this superior level of fhctioning, or peak performance, and some of the 

strategies, techniques or skilis, peak performers, and peak perfonning trainers or experts 

have used in order to attain this optimal fbnctioning level. 

Specificaily, the following anas are explored: (a) reports of the expenence of peak 

performance; @) learning how to obtain a state of optimal fhctioniag by studying the 

psychological and philosophical foundations of peak perfomance, as viewed through four 

p~cip les ;  (c) understanding how to obtain a state of optimal fimctioning by studying one's 

own state of awareness, mental states, emotional states, and state of motivation, as related to 

peak performance; (d) and developing and achieving a state of optimal functioning by 

studying the psychological skills necessary for peak pefionnance enhancement. Skills 

explored include: meaning-making and goals, as well as goal-setting; winning attitude and 

behaviour; self-confidence and selfcfficacy; cognitive techniques such as positive self4alk, 

and cognitive-behaviod skills; imagery or visualization, and mental rehearsal, as well as 

dreams; relaxation skiUs; a r o d  and activation techniques; concentration and attention 

skills; and skills for coping with adversity. 
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Reports of the EXpenence of Peak Performance 

Many oph'mally fùnctioning individuals specincaily in the reaim of sports report, 

what Murphy and White (1995) di metanormal expaieoces in their peak performances. 

Metanomial experiences range h m  moments of "...power to moments of mystery and awe, 

fiom ecstasy to peace, fkom instinctive right action to intimations of immortaiity, h m  

detachment and W o m ,  to a sense of unity with d l  things, and fiom a feeling of being 'at 

home'.,.(to a feeling of) flying" (Murphy & White, 1995, p. 9). 

Additiondy, many individuais involved in a sport, or other activiîy, state that a 

seme of well-being (italics mine) is a natural amibute of sport excellence, or physical 

functioning at optimal levels (Murphy & White, 1995). In other words, these metanomai 

expenence or states seem to have characteristics that enhance weli-being. For example, 

Murphy and White (1995) quoted Joe Namath, a former footbaii star, who stated that 

"throwing a pass, ... seeing a man catch i t  ..swing the refetee throw his arms in the air, 

signaling a touch down, signaling that you've done just what you set out to do ...( is) an 

incredible feeling. It's like your ... body's bursting with happiness" (p. 9). In this case, the 

individual's hi& performance hctioning resuited in the attainment of a particular goal, 

which in turn gave the individual geat joy, wbich resulted in a sense of weii-being. 

Many other peak performers report various other feeling states and experiences, 

many of which seem to overlap each other, yet al1 of which seem to provide this same 

obvious sense of weii-being. Consider the foliowing accounts and experiences of several 

peak or elite perfonners. 
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Mvsterv and Awe 

Patsy Neal, a basketball player, reportecl (Murphy 6 White, 1995) her experience 

during a peak performance and stated that, " the power of the moment ad& up to a certain 

amount of religion in the performance. Cali it a state of grace or an act of faith ... or an act of 

God" b.28). Thus, concluded Neal, "the performance almost becornes a holy place - where 

a spiritual awakening seems to take place" (Murphy & White, 1995, p. 28). 

Feelings of Immortaiity 

Individuais fiuictioning at their peak feel invincible and intend to remain invincible 

as long as possible. Often this feeling cornes fiom a sense of bodily strength, as in sports, or 

fiom talent, as in the arts or business. Other times this feeling comes fiom a sense "of being 

a link in a never-ending chah of being, or as part of a spiritual essence that cannot die" 

(Murphy & White, 1978, p. 33). Such feelings of immortality, therefore, also seem to have a 

transcendent quality and a sense of unity about them. This state is not unlike that of Ms. 

Neal's account of mystery and awe. 

State of Mind and Unitv 

Like the state of mystery and awe, and the state of immortality, this state of unity 

and of mind also has a spintual quality about it. An account of this state of mind and unit., 

is given by physician and m e r ,  George Sheehan, who wrote about his Nnning expenence. 

He said, "I set myselfnot as an individual but as part of the universe," and " ... -every fact 

and instinct and emotion is unlocked and made available to me through some mysterious 

operation in my brain" (Murphy & White, 1995, p. 10). 

Dr. William Glasser (Murphy & White, 1995), in Positive Addictio~cs, concluded 

that many individuals who are involved in peak perfomance pursuits, in their area of 

speciality and interest, have formed positive addictions to their pursuits. niey reach a state 
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of mind, or a state of being, 'indircctly' through their plpsuits, which is not uniilce the state 

that is reached directly through meditation This state of muid is a feeling of oneness with 

the universe. 

Miuphy and White (1995) in their book, In the Zona, stated that in many cases peak 

perfonners adopted the attitude of just "go out and do it" @. 5). This attitude, Murphy and 

White claimed, is 'bot unlike the Zen Buddhist attitude: If you experience ilIumjnation 

while chopping Wood, keep chopping wood" (p. 9). ïh is  attitude, may in fact be the positive 

addiction that Dr. Glasser m f m d  to. It may also be the place of oneness and unity, or 

illumination, referred to in some earlier viewpoints. 

Seymour Bernstein, in Wirh Your Own Two Han&: SeIf-DWcovery Through Mtlsic 

(198 l), wrote about this transcendent side of peak performance. He stated: 

There wiil be transcendental moments when you will neither feel your fingers nor be 

conscious of your breathing - moments when your entire being will express that 

nameless beauîy of which you are a part. .... Musical literature, ... is a veritable 

history of universai emotions. To experience this through practicing esîablishes 

within you an order that binds you to nature and aftinns your faith in mankind @. 

75). 

Similarly in The Psychc Side of Sports, Murphy and White (1978) quoted Morehei 

Uyeshiba, the founder of Aikido who wrote that: 

He who has gained the secret of Aikido has the universe in hiinself and can Say, '1 

am the Universe.' 1 am never defeated, however fast the enemy may a-c k... When 

an enemy tries to fight with him, the universe itseff, he has to break the hannony of 

the universe. Hence at the moment he has the mind to fight with me, he is a b d y  

defated (p. 35). 
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Beinn in the Resent 

Successfbi perfonners state that they arc at their best wtim they are in the present 

moment. They can not be fiinctioning at an optimal level ifthey are worrying 

about the past, or feeling anxiety about fiinire. They feel they must be able to react in the 

here and now. Many peak perfomers reporteci that during a peak performance they were 

totally present and unaware of any distractions. M q h y  and White (1995) quoted the 

famous goVix Arnold Paher, who said that during his golf game, he felt that he was "in an 

insulated state that a great musician achieves in a great performance. He's aware of where 

he is and what he's doing, but his mind Y on the playhg of his instrument.." (p. 25). 

Power. Control. Confidence. and Self-Masterv 

loe Green, a fonner defensive tackle of the Pittsburgh Steelers, described the effort 

necessary for an eiite perfoxmauce as "playhg with every part of yourseif(with) the will to 

get the job done ", and that when the peak performance is achieved, T o u  are full of a 

feeling of power ... of superior confidence" ( M q h y  & White, 1995, p. 7). Green 

additiondy stated that there was feeling of knzy as well, yet he never felt out of control, 

and that there was a great awareness of everything that was happening amund hi. 

Self-mastery and a s e w  of power are aspects or quaiities of peak performance that 

are great rewards. The feeling of power develops into a feeling of contml, ali of which 

contribute to the 'high' felt during the performance. This feeüng of ~e~mastery ,  Murphy 

and White (1 995) stated, "is a e i n g  expenence involving the athlete's entire sense of 

self, the environment, and even his destuiy" (p. 22). This feeling c m  'spill over' into other 

areas of the individuai's Me, that is, outside his or h a  speciality or area of peak interest. 

Dan Milhan, author of M e  Bodj Fitness: Training Min4 Body, and Spirit 

(1 979), compared this feeling or state of being - of power, control and self-mastery - to 
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"satori". 'Ihe word saton cornes fiom the Japanese Zen tradition, and refcn to the hamiony 

between the body, mind, and emotions. The individual experiences harmony when the m i .  

is fiee of distractions, when the emotions are fiee of tension, d e n  the body is f U y  relaxed 

and open to We. In this state, life is king lived in the present moment. 

Saton is a place or state of being of dynamic meditation, where an individual 

expenences not only harmony, but also conml and mastery. Millman stated that perfomers 

seek satori because this state reprcsents a tempotary vacation, one which is h e  of 

probiems, of past or future, and has an almost transcendental quality, or spiritual quaiity 

about it. Millman (1979) stated that "as your mind becornes disciplined and fke, your heart 

will open, your body will come alive. ....y ou come to the top of the moutain. ....&g at 

you ... is the Master of Daiiy Life. .... Suddenly, he disappeats, and in that moment, you 

realize that the Master is ...y ou" (p. 170). 

Detachment -and Ecstasv 

Jacques d'Amboise, a dancer, described peak perfomance as detachment, and a 

feeling of being removed. T o u  can enjoy yourself doing it and watch yourself doing it at 

the sanie tirne" (Murphy & White, 1995, p. 14). in this case the feeling seems to be almost 

surreal. The detachment d'Amboise talked about is a detachment fiom Me's little details, 

intimate things, and other people. Yet, seemingly in contradiction, this sense of detachment 

fiom outer realities, is a sense of attachent to an inner reality that is taking place, that is, 

the attachrnent of the dancer to the dance. Here one also senses a Zen-like quality, whereby 

the dancer and dance become one with each other. 
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Rhythrnic dancing, m t e  Heinrich Zunmer (Murphy & White, 1978), a scholar and 

student of Indian culture, induces &ance-Sie States and ecstasy, and realization of an 

individual's secret nature, one which merges with a divine essence. The religious group. the 

D e ~ s h e s ,  for example, use 'dance' to induce the state of ecstasy, *ch they call '%aiaty' 

They abandon the 'self,' and transport themselves to the Mat, through a series of ikeIlped 

whirling dances. 

Peace and Calm 

Peace and caim are other aspects or qualities oAen attributed to the peak 

performance experience. The famous tennis star, BiWe Jean King, wrote about her perfect 

shot, and said, "1 am able to transport myselfbeyond the turmoil on the court to some place 

of total peace and calm" (Murphy & White, 1995, p. 11). Authors Murphy and White, in 

their book, In the Zone, additionaliy stated that nich peace and, or calm, is the main goal in 

Zen archery. T h e  purpose of Zen archery is not to hit the targef but rather the 

concentration achieved by the archer in order to create a style that expresses bis perfect 

mental serenity" (Muphy & White, 1995, p.1 1). Thus, one might conclude there is an 

almost mysticai, or religious experience, during a peak performance for some individuais. 

Furthemiore, there seems to be great presence and concentration, in the stillness or d m ,  as 

well as, a sense of being in the moment. This sense of 'being in the moment' is the same as 

the previously mentioned state of 'being in the prexnt'. 

Instinctive or Ri& Action and Surrendet 

This quaIity or this sensation refers to the peak perfomers' sense of the 

unconscious, or instinct. Peak paforxners attest to the fact that they hold conscious thought, 

and surrender to, or let, the unconscious take over during a perfomiance. Something inside 

of them tells hem, what action is the nght action and when to make that action. Murphy and 
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White (1978), in order to clarify this faling of right action, quoted Lao-tse, who stated, 

'%en once yo-u are fkee fiom aii seeming, h m  all craving and lusting, thcn will you move 

of your own impulse, without so much as knowing that you move" @. 29). The purpose of 

surrender to action or 'letting go' is to achieve a level of optimal functioning that might not 

otherwïse be possible- The individuai's -ter self takes control. 

Freedorn 

Peak prrfomim state thai the feeling of *dom is a factor and a reward of their 

peak performances (Murphy & White, 1978). This feeling cornes fiom king unburdened 

from one's everyday conditions. The sensation is common to pilots, scuba divers, mountain 

climbers, martial artists, as well as dancers, musicians, and individuais involved in 

intellectual pursuits. The quality of absorption in an individual's area of interest appean to 

play a part in this feeiing of &dom. 

Feeling of FI-g 

Glasser stated that many perfonners mentioned having sensations of wanting to float 

or fly. For example, in The A r t  of the Dance, Isadora Duncan, talked about the ultimate 

dancer and said that the peak perfofming 'Ldancer understands that the body, by force of 

the soul, can in fact be converted to a luminous fluid. .... in its divine power ... it converts into 

a luminous moving cloud and..manXest(s) itselfh the whole of its diviaity" (Murphy and 

White, 1995, p. 17). 

Concludinn Statements 

One notes that, at times, the common qualities and aspects of peak performance, 

shared by peak @orniers, coincide with the constructs of peak experience and fiow. This 

is apparent nom the way some of the previously quoted elite peak perfonnen described 

their experiences within a peak pertormance. For example, peak performers described 
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transpersonal feeiings such as a spirituai awakening @eaL eqmience) within their pealc 

performance. On other occasions jmk performers d e s c r i i  feeiings of intense happiness 

and fiin activity (fiow), within thtir peak performance. 

However, regardhg the constnict of peak @ormance - according to Privette 

(1983), and to the accounts of various pcalc @omets - a peak perfozmzulce is a subjective 

and positive experience. A peak performance (or peak performance behaviour) Privette 

(1983) also stated has the qualities of absorption, focus and attention, joy, and valuing 

(meaning). Additionally, a peak perfonnance contains the qualities of perception, a sense of 

newness, and process (Rivette, 1983). These characteristics are present in the descriptive 

accounts of the peak performers' peak performances, or their optimal hctioning 

expenences. Furthemore, according to these same descriptive reports, peak performance 

functioning also contains qualities, or aspects, such as: a general sense of weil-being; a 

sense of mystery and awe, or seme of unity and immortality; a sense of being in the present; 

a sense of control and self-rnastery; feelings of detachment and ecstasy, as weil as feelings 

of peace and dm; a sense of right action and surrender; and feelulgs of &dom. The 

characteristics of these States are ofkm similar. 
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Leaming How to Obtain a State of Optimal Functioning 

by Studying Four Principals 

The foilowing section deals with some psychological and philosophical principles 

regarding pealc performance or optimal hctioning, as viewed through four principals. 

Since some of the Literature on pealc performance, or performance psychology, involved 

principles, theones, or models nom the Eastern viewpoint; the information foiîowing, was 

incorporated into the iiterature mriew. Note tbat Eastern viewpoint in the followuig section 

refers to two areas of Eastern thought: (a) the Buddhist religious and philosophic system or 

way of thinking in central and eastem Asia, that teaches that conect thioking (as opposed to 

misduected desire) helps individuals reach a place of blessedness referred to as Nimana; (b) 

the Zen way of thùiking, a variation on Buddhism, practised in Japan and other Asian 

cultures, that seeks intuitive illumination of the mind and spirit through discipiine and 

meditation. 

Expressed in the next section, are four generai ideas or principles, which the 

literature claimed are dedicated to the insight of human possibiiities or potentids. The 

Eastern viewpoint, or the Eastern religious or psychological theory, ides, or principle, can 

be used as "a practicai psychology that people apply to discipline iheir own min& and 

hearts in order to attain an ideal state of beiag" (Walsh & Shspiro, 1983, p. 229) and in 

order to leam how to attain a state of optimal functioning. 

In mole Bot& Fifness; Training Mind B e ,  and Spirit, Milhan (1979) stated that 

applying nature's laws to the human psyche, which is connected to the body and is not 

separate fiom the body, made aii the dinerrnce to athletic perfoxmance. Learning and 

understanding the four principles of nomesistance, accommodation, balance, and natural 
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order and applying them to athletic miinhg as weli as everyday life had "becorne a 

meaningful way of life. .... a p e r k t  model for the Game of LXe" (Millman, 1978, p. 4). 

The principles that Miilman suggested are based on an Eastem viewpoint However, 

Millman did not suggest that this was thc only viewpoint (Eastem or Western) that would 

bring about the total fituess of the individual. 

In order to better understand Miiiman's four principles and how they reflect one 

Eastem viewpoint, one couid consider the foilowing h m  Walsh and Shapiro (1983). in 

their book Beyond HeaIth and Nonnality, they explore meditation and well-king h m  an 

Eastem, Buddhist vievupoint, using this viewpoint as a model for psychological health and 

optimal hinctioning. They, Iüce Milhan discws how the body. mind and spirit are 

interconnected, and how the individual can make use of certain techniques in order to 

perform at a more optimal level, thereby not oniy enhancing performance levels but 

psychological and physicai well-being. 

For example, fiom an Eastem, Buddhist viewpoint heaithy factors include the 

individual developing the following qdities w i t h  himselfor herseif(Wa1sh & Shapiro, 

1983, pp. 235-236): Insight or clear perception of an object as it tnily is; mindfbiness or 

clear comprehension of the object; confidence; modesty or d e r  conscience; discretion and 

anxiety over misconduct; rectitude or honesty; nonattachment or non-greed; nonaversion or 

absence of il1 will; impartiality or looking at the object with equanimity; componire or 

calmness and serenity; buoyancy or agility of mind and body; pliancy or malieability; 

adaptability or neither king too tranquii or too ngid; and profïciency, or fitness, 

cornpetence, and s k i ~ e s s .  NOW. consider Millman's four principals for training the 

mind, body, and spirit. 
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Nonresistance 

lbfïllman stated that nonresistance does not suggest passivity. It requires that the 

individual fiow with naturai laws. For example, the g o l k  makes use of wind and gravity. 

which way the grass grows, and the n a d  rhythm in his or her 'swing'. An urge to 

conquer. whether it is to wnquer a previous score or one's opponent only brings tumoil, 

since it is the idea of a combative mmd. The performer should not force somethhg to 

happen. He or she shouid be relaxed, naturai, and progressive. Force sets up tutbdence 

which preswnably, reduces performance. In other words, the performer should not be too 

rigid but learn to develop the quality of pliancy, as seen in the healthy factors of the dore 

mentioned Eastern viewpoint. 

Consider also, the foilowing. In the ancient martial art tradition of Aikido, the idea is 

not to push or fight with your opponent but to absorb, neutralize, and tedirect the force. An 

Aikido master blends with his opponent's energy rather than resists it. T'ai Chi Ch'uan or 

Supreme Ultimate Boxing, for example, is based upon a system of fluid balanced 

movements which can be used to neutraiize an opponent's aggressive actions. This 

philosophy or psychology can be applied to everyday lXe as weii. Master T. T. Lang (1977), 

in his book T'ai T'chi Ch han: For Healrh and Self-Defeme, stated that one of his guiding 

principles for a longer, healthier, and more fiilfilhg Me, or more optimal living, was that 

one "must leam how to yield. to be tacthil, not to be aggreuive; to lose (small loss. small 

gain, great loss, m a t  gain), not to take advantage of others; to give (the more one gives the 

more one will have)" (p. 12). In other words, individuals should leam to yield rather than 

resist - or 'go with the flow'. This particular idea is the same as that of the dore mentioned 

Eastern, Buddhist viewpoint (Walsh & Shapiro, 1983) of non-resistance. 



Milhan's principle of accommodation stated that individuais c m  adapt to the 

demands made upon them. Note that adaptabiîity in the Buddhist viewpoint, is considerrd a 

healthy factor. for optimal human fhctioning- According to Miilman, individuais can leam 

what they n a d  to leam for their next action and develop the necessary skills. Also, they cari 

build-up, strenghen, or train their bodies in order to accommodate their next action - be that 

mountain climbing or some other activity. This sort of leamhg rrquircs not o d y  knowldge 

and skill building, but also motivation and meaning and a tolerance for failure. Peak 

perfonners must be d s t i c  in their expectations and aware of fhsûations. Workhg too 

hard or too fasf and not accomrnodating the mind, the body, and the spirit, can cause a 

person to 'break'. Aithough success does depend on the demands individu& are wiiling to 

make, the demands must be appropnate to the individual and the task at hand Additionally* 

balance needs to be maintained. 

The aspects or qualities of clarity and security, in one's endeavour, in one's self, 

respectively, are also important to the principle of accommodation, d e n  training for peak 

or optimal performance. whether in one's area of specialty or interest or in one's everyday 

Me. Individuals must be clear in what they are dokg, and know that they can do the 'thing,' 

that they are doing. 

To expand m e r ,  the quality of clarity is one that is also important in Eastern 

p hilosop hical or psychological thought In the Buddhist viewpoint (Walsh and Shapiro, 

1983)' cloudiness of mind leads to the misperception of the object of awareness. Being clear 

and mindfitl, on the other hand, means that the individual is M y  grounded and knows 

what he or she wants and what he or she is doing. The individuai perceives a situation as it 

really is, and has realistic expectations of the situation or the object in his or her awareness. 
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The quaiity of confidence in this tradition refno to 'asourance bascd on right 

perception'. Confidence Wte clarity, is b d  on the individual not king foggy but clear in 

who he or she is, in what he or she wants- Men an individuai is clear in his or her goal, he 

or she moves with confidence in the direction of  that goal (Walsh & Shapim, 1983). 

Balance 

This principle MiUmm (1979) stated needs to be viewed as, 'Weither too much not 

too Little" @. 12). The appropriate pace or timing h a perf01111811ce is important, but so is the 

appropnate Pace for training the body, the min4 and the spirit - dl of which should be 

maintained in balance. Tbus the body shouid not be too heavy or too lean, the mind not 

extremely tense or lay,  and so on. An individual must recognize his or her Limitations. nie  

individual should learn that certain days (in training, in Me) he or she will have 'highs' or 

'ups' and that certain days he or she will have 'lows' or 'downs'. Awareness of this fact 

makes the individuai understand the cycles ancl balance himselfor herseif. For example, on 

days where the individuai has less physical energy, the individual c m  work on mental skilis, 

or emotional weaknesses and the spirit 

Walsh and Shapiro (1983) additionally wrote about the Taoist viewpoint of balance 

of yin and yang. In this Eastern viewpoint, yin represents the iight, quiet, calm yielding side 

of an individual's nature, and yang represents the dark, active, and motion-Wed side of an 

individual's nature. The idea king that balanceci harmony in life needs a yin and yang. 

Being out of balance or control would mean that one had too much of one construct or 

another. For example, too much arousal or activity, or yang, might lead to overactivity, 

stress, and loss of balance, thus loss of optimal hctioning. Similarly, too much passivity, 

or yin, might lead to sloth, Loss of balance, and control, and therefore also a loss of optimal 

fûnctioning. Balance suggests that individuals have just enough arousai and just enough 
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passivity or relaxation in their lives? in order to be able to h c t i o n  at optimal or p d c  

perfonning levels. 

Natural Order 

Natural order in Millman's (1979) philosophy or psychology of peak performance 

referred to an individual's progressive development tbrough t h e e  This meant that the 

individual progresseci in his or her development (toward their goal) one step at a t he .  The 

idea being that one das not become a top pcrfonner ovdght. This viewpoint is not unlike 

the natural order of nature and the order of seasons. Thus, the prïnciple of natural order. 

The principal of natural order teaches the individual not to makt rigid t h e  goals 

that might be unrealistic as far as one's training is concerne& The best plan is to plan to 

progress modestiy, and to set modest goals. Additionally, words such as 'should' or 'ought' 

need to be checked. Individuals in peak performance training must not let themselves fa11 

victim to ideas such as, '1 shouid be at this (a particular) level of progress at this (a 

particular) the' .  The idea is to inaease peak performance through the enjoyment of one's 

journey and progress, and through the realization of the naturai order of things. Also, the 

individual needs to enjoy the joumey of reaching one's potmtial, or greatness, according to 

Millman, rather than wishing that the learniag, the training? the developing and the 

achieving were over. 

Concludina Statements 

A wise man named Kuo Hsi once said, "a pst thorough-going man does not 

confine himself to one school, but combines many schools, as well as reads and listens to 

the arguments of many predeces~on." In this way, by not closing oneseV off to the many 

possibilities and avenues of knowledge available an individuai leems. Therefore, leaming 



about various philosophies and psychologies h m  an Eastern perspective, as weil as a 

Westem perspective, c m  be advantageous to an individuai's op- fiinctioaing. 

Undexstanding How to Obtain a State of Optimal Functioning 

by Studying States of Being 

Webster's Dictionary (1997) defhed understanding as, "to get or perceive the 

meaning of; to grasp arpraive cleariy and M y  the nature, character' fünctioning of; to 

know." Therefare, in order to learn, or leam well, an individual m u t  understand. The 

twentieth centtuy writer, Anais Nin, wrote that the key to understanding h to know or 

understand one's self, then one can understand others. Lao-tse, in 6& century B. C., said 

somethuig similar. He wrote, W e  who hows himselfis Wise." The twentieth century 

miter, Thoreau, was quoted as saying, "Explore thyself." The Sn Maharaj said, 'You 

cannot transcend what you do not know. TO go beyond yourself, you must know yourself." 

Thus, one way to wisdom, optimal leaming, and optimal bctioning, is for the 

individual to understand himself or herseif and some of his or her states of being. The 

foilowing section de& with: understanding one's state of awareness; understanding the 

mental states of stress and pressure; sefkoncept and seifkiticism; understanding the 

ernotional state of aaxiety; and understanding one's motivational state. 

Understanding the State of Awareness 

Awamess of one's strengths is certaidy advantageous to an individual's peak 

performance. However, both in training for a p d  performance and in Me, awareness of 

errors is also advpntageous and important to an individual's improvement. When e m  are 

no longer obvious to other people. then the individual (who is performing) has what the 
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outer world d s  p n f d o n  and this individual becornes the expert, the peak perfonner, in 

their area of spaciality. 

Millman (1979) stated that there are four stages that individuals go through in the 

process of awareness. In the first stage, the individuai perfomis and has no awareness of 

what he or she has done wrong and has to rely on someone else's feedback In the second 

stage, the individual is aware of his or her error only aAer the action is completed. In the 

third stage, the individual is a- of his or her enor M e  dohg the action. In the fourth 

and finai stage, the individual is awae of his or her error before the action takes place, and 

can make corrections before taking the action. 

The finai stage requires fidi responsibility for correction. Individuals at this stage not 

only recognize mors, but 'feel' them, and then make the appropriate changes that are 

necessary for optimal hmctioning or peak performance. Full awareness requires the 

individual to 'give in' (Le., be nonresistant) to the physicai ability to change (if applicable), 

as well as, to have mental clarity, and the correct ernotional impulse or feeling (e-g., sense of 

right action). 

Understandinn the Mental States of Stress and Pressure 

Negative mental states keep individuals fiom optimal performance. One way 

individuafs can understand themwlves and move toward optimal hctioning is by 

understanding how some of these negative mental states a e c t  them. In this section, 1 

consider how negative states such as stress and pressure aKéct individuals' hinctioning and 

performance. Note that positive mental states and skills will be covered later, in the section 

ofthis paper calied 'LPsychological Skills" (see page 38). 

Stress and pressure are closely related states, thus for the purpose of clarification and 

application, they must be defined Stress. according to the Dictionary of Psychologv (1995), 
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is a state of psycholo~caI tension, and an antecedent of some effect, that is, the resuit, of 

some other pressum or pressures. Pressure, according to the Dictio~ry of PsychoIogv 

(1995), is an "exertion of force against sornething." Sad Miller (1992). in Perfnning 

Under Pressure, wrote that "pressure is a feeling of dis-ease..-linked with motivation and 

the desire to be or do something more .... It's about pressing to meet the expectations of 

others .... It's ... about struggling to avoid the fear, pain, disappointment. ..associate(d) with 

faiiure" (p. 14). Thus, stress is the psyehological or mental state withm the màÏviduaI, and 

pressure is the force exerted upon the individuai, fiom outside the individuai. Pressure can 

dso be viewed as that part outside of one's self that telis an individual he 'ought' or 

'should' meet a particular goal. 

Peter Jensen (1992). in The litside Edge: High Performance through Mental Fitness 

wrote, "Situations of and by themxlves don't lead to dficulty in energy management. 

Situations are not stressed; people are" (p. 64). Jensen stated that the body is a good 

messenger which teils an individuai when energy is being mismanaged, and values are 

being distorted. According to Jensen such mismanagement and distortion of values is 

cornmon in Western society which has a 'hurry-up' mentaiity- 

Stress, according to Jensen, also occurs when there is a sense of hopelessness or 

bumout, for instance, burnout in the workplace or some sort of change or emotional distress, 

in the home. In such situations, the individual must examine and understand the inner 

dimension, that is, how they think and feel about issues and the impact these issues have on 

their energy level and performance level. 

Some of Jensen's antidotes for stress include: (a) fïndiug humour in a situation, such 

as one athlete did, and who was quoted as saying, "The situation is hopeless, but not 

serious" (Jensen, 1992, p. 73); @) cognitive restructuring and changhg how one thinks and 
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feels regarding a situation; (c) healthy self-t& that is, taiking to one's seifpositively rather 

than a i t i d y ;  (d) and focussing on the present moment, not on past or fiiture womes, and 

additionally not focussing on 'time', that is, not dowing the seLfto be 'time-presnmd'. 

(Also set in this paper "...Psychologicai Skius'' p. 38.) 

Jensen (1992) additionally suggested that top perforrners in business and in health 

combat stress or pressure by setting up a positive klief system, for example, by considering 

positive afhnations such as: 

1 have al l  the time in the world. 

Live now. 

There is tirne for al1 paths. 

Don't postpone joy @. 69). 

Long-terni skilis are also suggested, such as relaxation techniques, a positive and quiet 

environment, and a passive attitude (i.e. a sense of nomsistance, or 'going with the flow'). 

In Psycho-Cybernetics 2000, authors Sommer, Barone, and Maltz (1 993) wrote, 

'Pon't medicate, meditate" and "decondition yourseIffkom stress by taking advantage of 

altered states of consciousness" (p. 138). Natural states of consciousness occur on several 

levels, from a light meditative state, such as missing a green light because one is focussed 

on another thought, to pure consciousness, whereby the mind is not awan of anything 

specifk. Dr. Maxweii Maitz's suggestions for optimal fiinctioning included: (a) positive 

affiations; (b) daydrraming about the goal as if it were W d y  accomplished; (c) intenial 

scanning, that is, going over the events, ideas and thoughts in one's Me, re-forming them in 

one's mind, and affirming to oneself that it is possible to respond to the events in the 

manner that one chooses; (d) and creating stress prevention lists, by writing d o m  trivial 

concems and dealing with them before they cause d e t y .  
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Stress, stated Sommer, Barone e t  ai. (1993). in Psycho-Cybernetics 2000. is caused 

by recurring thought pattenu, specificaiiy six habituai thoughts. These thoughts are as 

follows: 

1. OvercfiticiPng yourself and, or others. 

2. Needing to control others. 

3. Expressing inner fears: playing the 'what if?' game. 

4. Obsessing on past mïstakes: piaying the 'ifi)nIy-1-had' or 'if-ody-1-hadn't' game. 

5. Playing Chicken Linle: going around t e l b g  yourseg '...The sky is fdhg!' 

6. 'Awfulizing and catastrophizing': making mountains out of molehilis (pp. 148- 

149). 

Therefore, individuais who would like to develop high performance patterns like 

peak perfonners need to recognize stress when it becornes a habitua1 thought and behaviour. 

Awareness is the first step. Changing thought patterns and behaviours, through the use of 

techniques such as some of those already outlined, is the next step. 

On a final note, according to Sommer, Barone. e t  ai. (1993), individuals performing 

at optimal levels reaiize that, "you don't break a habit and fom a new one through 'iron- 

jawed willpower'; you do it by creating clear mental images of a desired resdt and by acting 

as if it has already been achieved" (p. 99). These desired resuits however take practice, since 

practice is necessary in order to form new habits. 

In Performing Under Pressure (1992)' Saul Miller stated that, "the term pressure 

means 'to press' ...(a s) ai i  kinds of thoughts, situations and demands press on us every &y" 

@. 18). Most individuais feel thio pressure and are driven with the need to do weii and to 

meet the demands, the expectations, of the outer world. Under pressure individuals tighten 
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up and prepare for fIight or fight. This instinctive, reflexive pattern is in many ways 

counterproductive to well-king and high-level pedionnance in today's world 

Pressure is the tesult of moving out of the present moment and worrying about past 

or fiiture events. Thus, an individual's control diminishes and confidence is lost, In other 

words, thinking shifts from king positive and creative, whereby all things are possible, to 

being negative and fearfiil, or defensive, whereby things art not possible - to a situation 

where the individual is ui a state of anxiety and wommed about 'messhg up'. 

Two psychologid viewpoints as to how to handle pressure are ouîlined by Müier 

(1992). One way to handle pressure is by the psychodynamic approach which suggests that 

the pressure is due to the way an individual feels about himseifor herseIf. Such an 

individual lacks self-acceptance, and fearç he or she is not okay, thus the fear pressures the 

individual to be successful, in order to avoid f ~ l u n .  Once the individual accepts himselfor 

herself, and is more cornfortable with himselfor herself, the individual identifies less with 

his or her goals and is less in need of achieving. He or she experiences less pressure. Less 

pressure means that the individuai gets better results and perfonns better. The situation is a 

type of paradox. Basically, the individuai must detach h m  the situation, then anach to the 

task at hand, focussing on the task and not on whether he or she is going to be successfiil or 

not. 

Individuals can benefit fiom the pschodynamic approach. They can gain insight into, 

and understanding of. themselves. Answers to questions such as, 'what is pressing so hard?' 

and 'why do 1 need to impress others so much?' can be addressed. 

The second viewpoint is behavioural. Individuals leam to understand themselves 

through behavioural therapy, by addtessing the behaviours involved in the pressures they 

feel. Techniques include how to relax and release tension, as well as, how to mfocus thought 
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patterns and images that enhance weU-king and performance. The idea here is not about 

insight, but attaining some bwledge  that wiii give the individual more focus, power, and 

ease in various situations. 

Understandine the Mental States of Self-Concept and Self-Criticism 

Selfconcept is a self-fulfilling prophecy, stateâ Milhan (1 979), which 

"describes ... how our progress in life tends to be consistent with our expecbtio m.... set(ting) 

in motion many psychologicai processes that tend to make your expectations corne îrue" (p. 

46). Level of achievement rises with an individual's selfconcept. Individuals who expect to 

perfom poorly will be less motivated and put in less energy and time into an activity. 

In dealing with a low self-concept, Millman wrote, that the individual needs to fïrst 

realize that ~ e ~ c o n c e p t  is an illusion that has been imposed on people. Secondly, the 

individuai needs to make a List of abilities or qualities he or she has and rate them on a scale 

of 1 - 10, 1 being inept, and 10 being world class. The individual needs to check the low 

rated items and see if there is any interest there. Regarding the highly rated activities, the 

individual also needs to consider the interest level. as weli as, the amount of effort put into 

these activities. If the individual wishes to becorne proficient or a peak performer in an area, 

he or she needs to consider skiii enhancement and the amount of effort he or she is wüling 

to commit to. 

Milhan also stated that the individuai needs to realize that many people, including 

chaiienged people, have exceiied at various activities. Examples are blind individuais 

running marathons, and one-legged individuals who excelled at diving or skiing. 

When low selfkoncept imposes on life and holds one back fiom ease, enjoyment 

and optimal fiinctioning, Miliman stated one can ignore the thought, resist it, or use it. 

However, to ignore the thought will allow the effects to continue. To mis t  the thought will 
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cause the individuai to waste energy. To use the thought is to <'tut h u g h  it by changing 

your act" (Mihan, 1979, p. 51). One can leam how to do what one did not believe he 

could not do. Forming good habits such as developing positive afkmations, and staying 

persistent, will aide in achieving optimal pedormance levels. As thought patterns and 

actions change, limitations and illusions disappear, and individuais begin to achieve and 

succeed. Success will b r d  more succtss. 

SeK-CTiticism, MiIIman (1979) -te, is a leamcd habit, Ifan individual received 

destructive cnticism in their childhood, it is possible that he or she intemalized it, For 

example, if an individuai was told he or she was clumsy, he or she may believe, into 

adutthood, that he or she is indeed clumsy. 

The individual who criticises himself or herself is doing so as a punishment for his 

or her mistakes. The individuai beiieves that the seif-cfiticism may help him or her impmve. 

As with selfkoncept, so with seK-criticism, the individual needs to be kinder to himseifor 

herself. The individual needs to be constructive, instead of destructive, when considering 

the errors in bis or h a  performance or in every day living. Solutions for seLf-criticism to 

consider are positive seKtalk or afbmtions, cognitive refiaming or resiructuring one's 

thought patterns. 

Understanding the Emotional State of Anxiety 

Anxiety is an emotional state, amrding to the Dictioncny o/PsyhoZogy (1995), 

with the qualities of distress, dread and uneasiness. Anxiety was defined by Spielberger 

(1966) as "subjective, consciously perceived feeling of tension and apprehension, associated 

M... arousal of the autonomie nervous system" (Hardy, Jones, & Gould, 1996, p. 14 1). 

Hardy, Jones, and Godd (1996), in Wndestanàing PsychoIogical Preparation for 

Sport: ZXeory and Practiee of EZite Pe#onners, stated that some of the sources of anxiety or 
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tension and apprehension in young perfonners were an "attitude towards previous 

performances, perceived readiness to pafonn, and the nature of the personal goals set for 

the cornpetition" @. 146). Otha sources included fesr of failme, negative expectations, and 

even personal wncexns such as worrying about finances for training. 

The ability to cope with anxiety, and other emotional states such as fhstration and 

worry, are an important part of cornpetitive sport, as we11 as all hi&-level performance. 

Individuais n d  to bc aware of, and understand, the events that !rigger or activate anxiety. 

Once predictors of anxiety are ideutifïed, steps c m  be taken to control them. Then elite 

performers can generate what is referred to as the appropriate 'activation' state that aliows 

them to perform at optimal Ievels. (Alsa, see p. 54 in this paper, entitled "ArousaI and 

Activation.") 

Strategies that perfomers use to cope with anxiety, as stated by Hardy. Jones, et. al., 

(1 996) include: 

having (and sticking to) a strategic plan or performance routine; thought 

control strategies (e.g. dissociation, cognitive restructuring, positive 

thinking); emotional control strategies (e. g. imagery, physical reIaxation, 

breathing control); and task-focusing strategies (e-g. narrow focus, process 

oriented, goals, mental rehearsal of the perfoxmance routine) @p. 1 59- 160). 

Besides anxiety. there are other emotional obstructions that keep individuals from 

attaining peak performance levels, such as frustration, fear, sorrow, and anger. According to 

Millman (1979). these emotional states, üke anxiety, are tensions and reactiolu to negative 

thought patterns. Such tensions and reactions interfa with perfomance by intedering with 

individuals' phys id  reflexes, their mental clarity, and additionally by blocking their 

motivation. Millmads suggestion to these emotional blocks was to apply the principle of 
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nonresisbnce and let the thoughts flow, as weii as to take long breatbes and stay relaxed 

This behaviour will break the cycle of tension. 

Understanding the State of Motivation 

In Motivation in Sport and fiercise, GIyn Roberts (1992) stated that "motivation 

refers to those personality factors, social variables, and...cognitions that corne into play 

when a person undertakes a task at which he or she is evaluated, enters into competition 

with others, or attempts to atmin some standard of excellence* @. 5). DetermuÜints of 

motivation, that innuence individuais' achievement behaviour, that are hypothesized wae " 

approach and/or avoidame motives, expectancies, incentive values of success and faiiure, 

andlor cognitive assessments of success and failure'' (Roberts, 1992, p. 5). 

The Dicfionary of P~ychology (1995) defineci motivation as "an intervening process 

or an intemal state of an organism that impels or drives it to action." Additionaliy, the 

motivational state is viewed by some theorists as one of arousal without specific direction 

and goals, and is known as a "gencralized drive." Other theonsts, for example Maslow, 

argue that motivational states are specific to pdcu la r  drives and nee&. If one agrees with 

the Iatter theory, then the motivational state needs to be enalysed in terms of an individual's 

goals, that is, directiondly. Regardless, many theorists a g m  that motivational states are 

detennined by many variables, such as needs level (e.g., need for achievement, hiemchy, 

atfiliation), incentive values of a particuiar goal, expectations, appropriate responses, and 

unconscious factors. 

Furthemore, Roberts (1992) stated that in most of the motivational literature, 

motivation has been defined as "behavioural intensity (trying hard), persistence (contiming 

to try hard), choie of action possibiiities, and performance (outcornes)" @. 6). However, 
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Roberts added that the Iiterature does not accurately define what is maint when an 

individuai is referred to as not motivated. 

What drives the driven? Re&arding motivation and need achievement theory, Roberts 

(1992) stated that the theory includes the ''motive to achieve success" as well as the "motive 

to avoid failure" (p. 7). For example, a study by McClelland (1961) showed thst these 

motives interact with individuals' aect ive states, such as pride and shame, which then elicit 

a type of behaviour (avoidance or approach). Awording to this theory, peak pe15oxxning 

individuals are driven by the motive to achieve success and they select tasks which are 

chailenging, and which demonstrate their heightened perfomuuice. However, tbis research 

does not show that individuals who arc driven to avoid failure, who avoid challenge and risk, 

are thereby low performers. 

Social learning theory is based upon the idea that motivation and, or achievement 

behaviour is due to an "individual's expectancy of relliforcement" (Roberts, 1992, p. 8). 

Studies performed by Crandail (1969) concluded that behaviour rather than motives were 

responsible for an individual's motivationai state. Zn other words, motivation or 

achievement bebaviour, in this viewpoint, is "behaviow directed towards the attainment of 

~ e ~ a p p r o v a l  and the appcoval of others, and it is specificaiiy contingent upon criteria for 

performance cornpetence" (Roberts, 1992, p. 8). in such cases, individuals were motivated 

to high-level performance by the appropriate response or responses they received 

Cognitive theorists believe that thought rules action, contrary to the behaviouraiist 

point of view of stimulus e q d s  response. Cognitive theorist Tolman (1932) stated that 

individuals who were highly motivated toward achievement had a belief that e specific 

event will be followed by another specific event and specific courses of action will have 

consequences. Thus, the ideas of expectancy, as well as choice and decision making, were 

introduced into the motivationai litemlue. These ideas lead to friture studies in the 1970's 
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and 1980's when theorists such as Bernard Weiner (1 97 1) stated that individuais who were 

high or low in achievement did think difilerently about success and failure. See Roberts 

(1 992). 

Attribution theory, on the other hanci, dealt with the methods or scherna individuals 

use in order to make seme or meaning of their lives. Ihaefore, achievement or performance 

striving was found to be m e d  by the way an individual aîtributes the cause of a particular 

outcome. Different attributions showed dinkre~t expectatiom of outcornes (Roberts, 1992). 

Hardy, Jones, et. al. (1 996) stated that "attributions concem people's perceptions about the 

causes of events" @. 87). T&u, according to attribution theory and the social cognitive 

viewpoint, individuals perceptions about causes of events determine their feelings, 

expectations, as well as their motivation toward similar situations or events in the future. 

For example, a confident elite perfionner might state that he or she won a competition 

because he or she had a lot of skill, while a less confident and leu talented perfonner who 

had also won an event might state that he or she had won because the conditions were 

favourable (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996). 

This particdar theoreticai approach of winning and losing has been studied 

(BrawIey & Roberts, 1984; McAuley & Duncan, 1990). For example, in one study (Roberts, 

1982), individuals were asked to imagine thernselves either winning or losing an athietic 

event The study assumed that knowledge (or an individual's particular information or 

perception) about outcome affects the expectancy of fûture losses and wins, wbich in ~m 

affect or inauence achievement behaviours. The results of the research or studies concluded 

that individuals synthesîze idonnation in an organizcd manner to anive at attributions for 

their various losses and wins. Roberts (1992) stated that this theory was more of a social 

psychology of perception, than a psychology of motivation. 
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The aforementioned viewpoint Wre the cognitive viewpoht is the rcsult of cognitive 

processes. Keeping this idea in minci, the highly driven peak performer is therefore likely to 

be dnven or motivated as a result of his thought processes. 

Another vicwpaint is the Cognitive Evaiuation Theory which States m d y ,  Jones, 

et. al., 1996): 

Elite performers have a strong need to demonstrate their personal 

competence and seIfdetennination. ....they choose, and commit_..to, ~ c u k  

and demanding goals, the achievement of which confinns their feelings of 

cornpetition and seWdetenniaation, thereby enhancing their uitrinsic 

motivation for sport (p. 75). 

This theory proposes that peak @ormers are motivated and driven to high levels of 

fiuictioning because they have an intrinsic desire or need to feel competent and self- 

d e t e m g .  The theory *tes that some situations WU incrrase inhinsic motivation and 

enhance performers' perceptions of their competence and self-determination. If however 

these events or situations lead to a reduction of the perfomers' perceptions, then their 

motivation and drive will decrease. 

Regarding the tenn 'seIfdetermination' in the context of the cognitive evaluation 

theory, Hardy, Jones, et. ai. (1996) operationalised it in temu of "locus of causality." 

Therefore, individuals have an internai [ocus of c a d t y  when actions are perceived to 

have been initiated by the individuals themselves, and an extemal locus of causaiity when 

actions are perceived to have been initiated or forced ont0 them by outside events. Notably, 

performers who controI the events rather than letting things happen have higher levels of 

self'konfidence. Such pedormers are intrinsicaliy motivated 
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Two implications of the cognitive evaluation theory (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996) for 

maintaining optimal motivationai levelo for elite perfomiers are: pedormers must receive 

positive feedback regardhg their cornpetence; and they must fel  that they are, at least in 

part, responsible for the launch of their pedoxmance behaviours which led to their success. 

In other words, @onners need to be encouraged to set their pdiormance goals and fa1 

responsible for their performance goals. 

The sekfficacy theory is another motivationd theory that has been used most 

extensively in the literature (Bandm 1977; Feltz 1988). Self-efficacy is concerned not with 

the performer's abiiities but with his own assessrnent of his abüities. Sometimes self- 

confidence is used interchangeably with sekfficacy (Veaiey, 1986). Basically, this theory 

states that an individual's mastery expectations influence performance. Self-efncacy is a 

more powerful predictor of performance when the per fomce is descnbed in tenns of 

adherence or persistence to a program. 

Another set of motivatiod theories, referred to as "perceived competence" theories, 

like the self-efficacy theory dso focus on the individuai's perception of competence. These 

theories are based on the work of Harter (1978; 198 1). Harter's work attempted to explain 

why people feel driven to involve themselves in masfery attempts in their achievements. 

Harter, according to Roberts (1992), stated that 

perceived competence is a multidimensional motive which directs individuals in 

cognitive, social and physicai domains. Success and fail ure...are evaluated by 

significant othen, and the perceived competence and intrllisic pleastire gained nom 

success ... increase achievement stnving, whiie perceived incornpetence and 

displeanae are assumed to lead to anxiety and a demase in achievement 

striving (p. 13). 
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Additionally, a note on 'goaIs' as a contributhg factor in the motivation of peak 

performers. Some theorists believe that wi-ations in performance khaviour may be due to 

the difference in goal orientation or in the perceptions of goai approach. For example, 

Hardy, Jones, e t  al. (1992) stated that "task-oriented" perfomers make cornparisons 

whereby their perception of cornpetence is based on their own impmvernent regarding the 

task on hand. Such individuals focus on process goals to help them with their achievements. 

"Ego-oriented" @ormets make compatisons whereby theü perception of cornpetence is 

based on theV own ability versus ohers ability. Ihe emphasis with thcse individuals is on 

the outcome goal and winning. Thus, one approach emphasim learning and the other 

competition against the opposition. 

Studies (Nicholls, 1989; Duda Br Chi, 1989; Hall, 1989) have shown that performers 

who doubt thei  personal cornpetence feel anxious in ego-oriented and competitive 

environments where they need to win. However, these same studies show that these 

performers are task orientated. As a resuit, they spend a great deal of t h e  practising their art 

or sport., exert more effort than some other pcrfonners, and become mastemil in their area of 

interest - thus peak performers. This situation is in direct contrast to the viewpoint that many 

athietes or other peak performers have that "you don? get to be a world champion by not 

wanting to beat other people" (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996, p. 78). However, the literature 

also points out that elite perfomers do succeed when they have a strong drive to k a t  othen, 

as well. 

Evidence shows (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996) that oAen some combinations of both 

goal orientations, task and ego exist in eiite perfonners. Pefiormers who are high task and 

ego oriented are successnil in high level performance. Such perfiormers may channel their 

ego into long outcome goals such as winning a gold medai. 'lhey channel th& task 
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onentarion into short term procas goais, that is. things they CM do on a daiiy, monthly, or 

yearly basis, to help than with thcir outcorne or end goalo. In th* way, they dso stay 

motivated. As a point of interest, avaiiable evidence shows that the oniy serious negative 

motivational consequence may bc an individuai who has a high ego orientation with a low 

perceiveci cornpetence. 

On a finai note. M y  and Jones, et. al. (1996) quoted Beggs (1990) who stated that 

realistic and worthwhile goals may motivate individuais to invtst resoiaces, as weU as the 

effort necessary to achieve and to become peak or high level palormem. However, 

emphasis on achieving may cause some individuals anxiety and stress, when they have 

doubts about theü abilities. 

Developing and Achievhg a State of Optimal Fmctioning 

by Studying Psychologieal Skiiis 

nie focus of psychological research on peak pedonnance, over the last few years, 

has been on studykg the psychological strategies and skills that pedormers use to achieve, 

or increase the probability of, their optimal performance. The foilowing text focusses on 

these skilis. 

Skills for performance enhancement include: meaning-making and goals, as weli as 

goal-setting; winning attitude and behaviour; seKconfidence and seEefficacy; cognitive 

techniques such as positive self-talk, and cognitive-behavioural skills; imagery or 

visualization and mental rehearsai, as weil as dteams; relaxation skills; arousal and 

activation techniques; concentration and attention skiils; and skilis for coping with 

adversity. 
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Meaninp1-Makinn and Goals 

Many of the advances in civilization and culhm are due to the efforts made by 

individuais working against ail odds, in order to -te a sense of meaning or purpose for 

themselves and their loved ones, stated Csikszentmi'halyi (1990). Thus, optimal 

performance and optimal experience in an individual's life cornes h m  a cornmitment to an 

action, or activiîy, îhat bas a sense of purpose or meaning to that individual. 

Csikszentmihaiyi (1990) claimed that it does not matter what we choose to do in, or 

with, o u .  iives, as long as the goal or purpose 'Ys compelling enough to order a life-the's 

worth of psychic energy" (p. 215). Therefore, the goal that provides meaning may be 

anything fiom a beer-bottle collection to finding a cure for cancer. Individuais need to fhd 

what things interest and inspire them. nie activity, challenge, or goai, once decided upon, 

needs to provide Wear objectives, clear d e s  for action, and a way to concentrate and 

become involved" (Csikszentmihalyyi's, 1990, p. 2 15). 

Additionally, Csikszentmihalyi (1 990) maintained that "creating meaning involves 

bringing order to the contents of the mind by integrating one's actions into a unified flow 

experience" (p. 216). This flow experience could be experienced in Me, as well as, in an 

individual's ares of specialty. Peak pedonners have talked of their performances as having a 

flow, whereby the performance experience was pleasusable, and whereby a type of fit 

occurred between challenge and skill. 

To continue with the idea of 'bringing order to the contents of one's mind', peak 

penormers or individuais who have o p W  experiences, or attah optimal perfomance, that 

is, high level fuoctioning, set goals for their actions. Goals provide the individual with 

structure or order. An individual's goals might include winning a game, to accomplishing 

something, to making a niend A goal can therefore be defincd as an activity or challenge 
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that focusses and involves the individuai's attention. In the optimal expcrience the goal is 

viewed as enjoyable. Individuais mut  commit to their goah by taking msponsibility for 

action, in order to achieve their goals. To set goals and not take action obviously wiU not 

resuit in an optimal performance or experience. Notably, energy shouid not be wasted on 

negative States such as fear, iioubt, regret, and guiit, but focussed on the goal or goals. 

Inner harmony is achieved when an individuai's thoughts, feelings, and actions 

corne together in theV achievemmt of purposeful goals. b e r  hamiony in the individual 

leads to inner strength and huer peace. Thus, when consciousness is ordemi, ai i  moments 

make sense, are enjoyable, and optimal. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) stated that life has 

meaning when individuals have a purpose that justifies their strivings, and d e n  

experiences are ordered. 

Goal-Settins 

Goals, according to W i a m s  (1993) may also be defined as CCattaining a specific 

standard of proficiency on a task, usuaily within a specified time limit" (p. 159). Goals 

motivate individuais to enhance theu task performance by focussing the individual on 

achieving some standard. In order for goals to be effective, however, they m u t  be clear and 

ident* a specifïc target that is within a perfomiet's or individuais's control. The individuai 

should have an interest in the goal or challenge and see it as worthwhile and realistic. 

Two general types of goals are subjective goals and objective goals. Examples of 

subjective goals are having fun, or trying to do one's best An example of an objective goal 

is winning a cornpetition. 

Three types of more specific goals (Hardy, Jones, e t  ai., 1996; Williams, 1993) set 

by peak performers, coaches, and sports psychologists are outcome goals, performance 

goals, and process goals. Outcome goals focus on the perfonner's resuits and outcornes of 
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events and involve wllinllig the cornpetition, for example. Paformance goals foîus on the 

end result of the pafoxmance as well, but in this case, a nsult that the pcrfomier will attain 

independently of other perfomers, such as nioniag the race in a certain amount of tirne. 

Rocess goals focuo on the processes the pcifomer will engage or involve himselfin, up to 

the t h e  of the performance, and during the performance, such as maintaining good 

technique. Studies have shown W d y ,  1994) that peak performers who uscd process goals 

concentrated better, had higher ~e~efficacy, and controlied negaiive expectatïons better 

than those who just traiaed in the use of performance and outcome goals. 

Additionaiiy, for optimal performance, individuals need to consider short-term goals 

and long-tem goals with feedback being made available to the individual regarding their 

achievement. Long-term goals may refw to the outcome or end result. Short-tcim goals may 

be viewed as the long-term goal or achievement, broken up into small parts. Combined 

short-term and long-term goals resuited in the greatest improvement in performance (Gould 

1983; Harris & Harris 1984; Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996). 

Peak pe&ormance studies (Williams, 1993) have show that goals direct attention 

and action to the ta&, such as helping perfomers develop good technique. Goals help 

performen mobilize effon An example would be a pedormer setting up a series of small 

specific goals, such as practising a certain number of times a week, and attempting to meet 

these objectives. M y ,  goals, specifically short-term goals, prolong effort and increase 

persistence, especially during a long training penod. 

Studies (Williams, 1993) have show that setting r-c goals is important to 

optimal performance. The only goals that have had negative results are 'do your bat'  goals 

which are not specific enough, and negative goals. Regarding negative goal-setting, the 

literature states that positive-goal-se- is more conducive to pedormance. Therefore, a 
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negative goal, such as 'decrease the blocked shots' should be rcstated as, 'increase the 

saves'. Additionally, too many goals are also detrimental to pdormauce. Problems may be 

avoided by setting an appropnate number of d s t i c ,  positive goals that the @ormer can 

meet or commit to. Note that goals may also be m&ed throughout pdormance training. 

Goal-setting is not a magic success fonnula to puk paformance or optimal 

functioning, however goals or goal-setting can enhancc high-level performance. Goals are 

effective, because they Muence perfiormers' psychological States, nich as attention, effort 

and persistence, leamhg new techniques or stnitegies, and seIf-confidence. 

W i n  Attitude and Behaviour 

Attitudes are related to emotions, and have a strong cognitive component, consistiag 

mainly of thoughts. In Peak Performance: Mental Game Pians for Mminrizng Your 

Athletic Potentiai, author David Kauss (1980) stated that, h sport, emotions supply the 

arousal and energy for optimal performance, and thoughts provide direction and control. 

Thus, according to Kauss, attitudes may be viewed as a group of thoughts around one 

theme. Miller (1992), in Per/ming Under Pressure, stated that "an attitude is a 

predisposition to respond. .... a consistent way ofbehaving that makes it more or less Likely 

that certain things will happe& ... A winning attitude is a way of thinking, feeling and acting 

that predisposes us to successn @. 235). Attitudes therefore can colour perceptiom and 

aEect feelings and beliefs, which in han can a&ct pciformancc. Individuals create attitudes, 

and they can change them. 

Miller (1992) associated high-performance attitude with four qualities - "motivation, 

commitment, mental toughness and love" @. 236). Motivation for peak perfomance may be 

enhanced by: (a) improving physical health, which, according to Miller, will result in a 

natural desire to puroue excellence; (b) impmving mental health, through positive seKtalk, 
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associating with positive people, opening up to positive experiences, and visualization; (c) 

making a want list that includes anythhg h m  material to spiritual wants and accomplishing 

and realiPng a number of wants h m  timc to tiw, the idea kiug, to get in touch with what 

dnves the individual; (d) creathg clear and mesningful goais h m  eacb group (materid 

things, work, relationships, etc.) on the want list; (e) and developing an action plan and dead 

line for the meaningfiil goals. 

Committment is the decision, as welI as thc willingness, to do what is necessary to 

meet one's goais. Mental toughness is, as 'Tiger' Williams said, "playhg Ore every effort 

you make throughout the game might be the difTerence. And it's doing it game der  game" 

(Miller, 1992, p. 242). Thur, a peak perfomer, such as Tiger Williams, ensues commitment 

with a strong mental attitude. Additiody, mental toughness requires that the performer 

releases al1 distractions, b-athes easily, and focwes ail thoughts, feelings, images and 

words that empower him. The performer needs to be aware that he is in control. 

Love, like the other qualities, is also necessary for optimal fiinctioning. Individuals 

may love, or fear, what they do. Love, obviously, is an energking force, rather than a 

limiting and exhausting one, such as fear. According to Miller, a key to peak performance is 

developing the ability to change fear into love. Fear and tension can be released by shiffing 

thinking fkom '1 have to hit the bali' to '1 love to hit the bd' .  Optimal fimctioning is a result 

of a wuining attitude when individuais respond to pressure situations with love, as weU as, 

with motivation, commitment, and mental toughness. 

In The C Zone: Peak Pegormance Under Pressure, authos Ksiegel and Kriegel 

(1984) mated a mode1 for peak performers, whether their area of speciality was sports, 

medicine, education, business, or govemment They stated that psychologists have o h  
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divided individuals into two personality types, typc A and type B, and that this sort of type 

casting was limiting. 

To cl-: An individual with type A behaviour is one who is tirne-pressured, 

driven, nemous and stressed; and an individual with type B behaviour is one who is low- 

key, fke of a sense of urgency, and non-competitive. Thus, questioned the authors 'what of 

the peak perfonner'? Asking themselves what peak performers do, Kriegel and Kriegel 

(1984) created a mode1 of anotherpersonaiity type, the C type, tht @ornu at optimal 

levels, under pressure, copes with stress, and lives M e  with meaning, vitality, and joy. 

The result was that individuais with C type behaviour ate confident, committed and 

in control, thus in the C Zone. In the C Zone, they move back and forth between challenge 

and mastery. Challenge cornes when the individual commits to more risk and moves 

forward, or higher, in achievement or activity. hdividuals need to realk that in order to 

move toward mamiy and peak pdomance they must firot master the fundamentas, in 

their chosen area of interest As they improve in basic skills and ability, they can challenge 

themselves more, that is, take more risk 

Type A individuais panic and are in what the authors refemd to as the Panic Zone. 

Type A's do not problem-solve effitively, master skills, nor develop creative strategies, 

and they are always out of the.  OAai these individuals take on too much challenge or risk 

and end up in the Panic Zone. As a result they do not schieve what they are capable of. 

Individuals with B behaviour are in what is referred to as the Drone Zone. Due to 

lack of challenge, deadenhg routine and boredom sets in and causes individuals to lose 

interest in the task or activity. These individuais do not progress because they hate what 

they are doing, and because they are afkaid of ri*, movuig up to the next level, and f&g. 

Thus, they are stuck Unlike the Panic Zone individuais, the Dmne Zone individuais have 
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control of their jobs, that h, they am not overloaded, however they do not have control of 

their lives. M d  of challenge, they rrmain in situations îhat they have outgrown. 

Peak performers know that controiled stress cornes h m  meeting the challenges 

(being in the C Zone), and feeling confidence and contml over one's desîiny, noted Kriegel 

and Kriegel. While focussing on their pnlomiances, they are aware of what kind of thinking 

and behaviour keeps them in the C Zone, and what obstacles (negative thoughts and 

behaviours) put thm in the other ames. For oumpIe7 pcak pcrformers note th& attitudes 

toward situations, such as, if they are projecting fear and lack of confidence onto a particular 

situation. 

Individuals who wish to obtain peak performance levels like their optimally 

functioning counter parts (in the C Zone) can engage in various peak paforming techniques. 

These techniques, as set out by Kriegel and Kriegel, include: (a) setting desirable goals 

(somethùig that the individual wants and is interested in), action plans, and deadlines; (ô) 

making a cornmitment to the goal; (c) visuaiking the end resuit, as if it was already 

achieved; (d) engaging in positive seUh&, (e) engaging in cognitive restcucturing, and 

eliminating false beliefs; (f)  and developing selfkonfidence and seIf-efficacy. 

Self-Confidence and Self-Efficacv 

Hardy and Jones e t  al. (1996) noted severai studies (Hemery 1986; Jones and 

Hardy, 1990) of highest achievea as having high levels of &dence. For example, javelin 

thrower Steve Backley said, "If you're slightly down and doubting yourself thni you've 

Iost..you've lost the battle with yourself to create a highiy skilled performance" (Jones, 

Hardy, et. al., 1996, p. 44). Olympic swimmcr Shane Inncs said that she continuously had 

confidence in her abilities (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996). In the studies and intemiews, Jones 
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and Hardy, found that seIfkonfidence was important ifthe athietes wcre to aüah optimal 

performance levels. 

Selfkonfidence, according to Hardy, Jones e t  al. (1996), can be viewed as "the 

belief that one can successfiilly execute a specific activity rather than a global trait ttiat 

accounts for o v d l  @ormance optimismn @. 45). nius, peak performers c m  have a high 

degree of confidence in one area of their performance, and a low degree of confidence in 

another ares of their performance. Self-confidmce does not mean that the perfonner is 

always without negative thoughts or feelings, or seKdoubts. but that, in spite of these 

obstacles, the peak performer sti i i  beîieves in his or h a  abiliîy to perform at optimal levels. 

Peak perfonners state that awareness of doubts and wealcnesses motivate them and give 

them something to work on. 

Self-efficacy, stated Hardy. Jones e t  ai. (1996), refers to "situation-spccific self- 

codidence .... It is the performer's perception of h i d e r  cornpetence to succeed in a given 

task at a given t h e .  .... seIf-efficacy will predkt actual performance if necesîary skUs and 

appropriate incentives are present" @p. 46-47). Performance achievements or 

accomplishments increase seIf-efficacy, as they are built on personal mastery events. 

Naturaily, the more positive the experience, and the more eirperiences or accompiishments 

achieved, the greater the ~e~efficacy. 

The same appean to be the case with seff-contldence. Peak perfomiing strategies or 

techniques used to increase seIfkonfïdence include: (a) focussing on past performance 

accomplishment; @) appropnate, realistic goals and structured goal-setting; (c) quality 

training and practising hard, includes physicai and mental conditioning; (d) vicarious 

expenence and howledge fiom seeing others perfonn; (e) imagery and seeing oneself 

demonstrate mastery and succced; (f) verbal persuasion by 0th- such as 'you can do it' as 
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we11 as, positive seif-talk or seIf-persuasion; (g) and emotional arousaI and activation (see 

sections fouowing). Elite perfomcrs appear to be efficient in the use of the above 

techniques in order to gain confidence, thus control and mastezy in their areas of specialiîy 

(Hardy, Jones, et. al., 19%). 

Cosnitive Techniaues and SeKTal.k. Cosmitive-Behaviod Skill~ 

Athietes and perfonners who excel think differently about themselves and their tasks 

at hand than most ordinary individuals. They thmk they can and so they do. These peak 

perfoxmers use techniques such as positive xiGtalk, and drtams and images to help them 

imagine that they are already successfiil. Their intemal dialogue or seif-tak, for instance, is 

always positive and afnnns their abilities. Additionally, they focus on mastering a task 

rather than conceming themselves with a negative outcome. Basically, peak performers are 

Ieamed optimists. 

The key to such cognitive control, Williams (1993) stated, is self-talk. Anytime an 

individual thinks about something, he or she is in a sense talking to himself or herseIf. Such 

internai dialogue is beneficial when it enhances the individuai's self-worth and 

performance. Obviously, seEtalk is destructive when the individuai involves himself or 

herself with selfkathg and self-labelling. Negative self-talk can lead to depression, stated 

Seligman (1991), a depression that can bc viewed as " a disorder of conscious thought, and 

not a matter of..anger tumed inward, as other theorics maintain" (Williams, 1993, p. 226). 

The quickest way out of such depression is to build self-csteem or self-acceptance through 

positive seIf-talk. 

Note that peak pedormers use the self-talk technique in various situations during 

training to help them with their performance, but they do not use it during a performance. 

During the performance, these peak performers are immersed in thc action, thereby fiee 
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fiom intefierence of thought. Hardy, Jones e t  ai. (1996) elaborate upon basic psychologicai 

skius regarding selfdefeating thoughts and xlf-cnhancing thoughts. 

Sekdk may be wd for changing habit, attention control, m e  controlling effort, 

and building seIf-efficacy. T'hus, sometimes romething as simple as using a single word or 

phrase, such as 'smooth', 'hi& and inside', 'go', 'cool it', '1 can do it', respectfùlly, in 

one's intemal dialogue, and just prior to the action, may do the tnck 

To acpand, many cognitive techniques such as the s W  of developing positive self- 

taik, as well as cognitive-behavioutal techniques are used by pcak performers, in order to 

disrupt kationai and distorted thinking and behaviow. The term cognitive-behavioural 

means that: individuals examine how they think about themselves, and make any changes 

necessary (in their cognitions or thoughts); and that individuals act on their cognitions, 

daily, through theù (new) behaviours. Albert Eilis' Rationai Emotive Therapy (RET) is an 

example of cognitive-behavioutal techniques used by individuals who fimction at optimal 

levels. In Ellis' RETS emotion is also central element. 

RET helps individuals with their attitudes and problem solving skills (Ivey, 1993, 

p. 260). The steps, can be learned and practised alone, or with the help of a performance 

psychologist, or therapist, in order to attain optimal functioning levels. ihey are as foIlows: 

(a) the individual describes the activating event, thought, or behaviour; (b) the individual 

identifies the irrational belief; (c) the individual deals with the emotional consequence as a 

result of that belief; (d) the individual disputes the inational belief and challenges it; (e) the 

individual replaces the old belief with a more effective rational belief 

Cognitive techniques requh the individuai to leam how b modify kational and 

distorted thinking. Other ways individuals distort their thinking, and destroy their ability to 
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perforrn at high levels, arc by trying to achieve pcifecton (rather than excellence), 

catastrophizing, personaiizing, blaming, and labeuùig (Wiiams, 1993). 

Individuals who personalize, that is, believe that they must be perfect in ali thek 

accomplishments, develop a fear of failure syndrome. Striving for excellence is effective, 

but striving for perfection is debilitating. Individuais who catastrophize believe that the 

worst wiil happen Interestingiy, catastrophizing ofien ~ccompanies perfection, according to 

Williams (1993). Both catastrophizïng end pcrféctioaistic thiaking can be mtrulled by 

cognitive techniques, as well as the setting of appropriate goals. Furthexmore, individuals 

need to realize that their worth does not depend on their achievement and learn to value 

themselves as human beings. Although, as previously stated, accomplishments can raise 

self-worth, self-confidence, and self-efficacy. 

P e r s o ~ t i o n  refers to "the sekiefeating tendency to personalize everything. 

.... this egocentric attitude does little to help foster self-worth and the abi1ity to cope with 

... stressful situations" (Williams, 1993. p. 236). Eliminating such fdse beliefs cm be 

combatted with Ellis' RET. 

Blaming, is a type of thinking that rnakes athletes and individuals forego 

responsibility. Extenial attributions need to be replaced with attributions which are within 

the individual's control. Athletes and peak performers leam that success results fkom hard 

work and developing full poteatial, while failure results h m  lack of work, practice, and 

lack of skills. 

Labelling, sometimes referred to as polarized thinking, refers to viewing things in 

absolute terms. Labelhg is an all-or-nothing terxn. An example of a label is caiiing oneseif 

a 'loser'. Performers, and other individuais need to avoid negative language that evaluates 

and judges the individual in such a detrimental way. 
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The literature States that there is an immediate w~ection between seffkonfidence 

and success. "Confident atblctes think about themselves and the action at hand in a different 

way....The dinerence is that the confident athïcte's seUWk and intemal imagery (thinlàng) 

are... consistently positive" (Williams, 1996, p. 240). 

Xma~ery or Visualization, and M d  R e h m  

Imagery may be defïned as "a symbolic sensory experieuce that may occur in any 

semry mode" (Hardy, Jones, et. ai., 1996, p. 28). According to Hardy and Jones r ai. 

(1 W6), Murphy and Jowdy (1992) referred to imagery as a "mental process or mode of 

thought" (p. 28). Mental rehearsai is denneci P d y ,  Jones, e t  al., 1996) as '9echnique as 

opposed to merely a mentai process" (p. 28). 

Hardy, Jones, et. ai. (1996) examined studies by Feltz and Landers (I983), and 

Weinberg (1 98 1) which showed thm significant fhdings regarding mental r e h e d .  First, 

mental rehearsai is more beneficial than w practice. Second, peak perfonners using mental 

rehearsal and physicai practice together benefited the most Third, the effects of mental 

rehearsal are best for cognitive tasks. 

Additionaliy, pediorrners who have the abiiity to fom vivid images, and to control 

them, have the greatest success. Less successfiai performers are unable to do both tasks. For 

example, a perfomer may imagine himseif or herself skiing or dancing well, but his or her 

thoughts may get away h m  him or her, and the individual may aiso see himself or herself 

falling down during the pcrfomaace. 

Two perspective views of imagery, extemal and intemal, therefore, need be 

examined. Extemal imagery is where the individual sees himseifor herseif '%m the 

perspective of an extenial observer", whüê intemal &gay, the more favoured one 

(Miuphy & Jowdy, 1992). is where the individuai actuaily "imagines being inside his 
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(her) ... body and experienciog those sensations which mi&t k ex@ in the actual 

situation" W d y ,  Jones, e t  al., 1996, p. 28). The Merature points out that successfûl 

performers most o h  use an internai imagery perspective during mentai rehearsal, 

combining the two skills - the ability to form images - and the ability to control the images. 

Jowdy et al. (1989) elaborate. 

Garfield and Bennett (1984), in Peak Peflonnance: M e d  Training Techniques of 

the WorM 's Greatest Athletes, stated that "mental rrhearsai techniques (are skills) using 

your imagination to mate mental images of younelfperformhg at optimal leveb" (p. 127). 

Such techniques, according to ûarfïeld and Bennett, helped niccessfully train athletes at the 

National Research Instittute of Physical Culture in Moscow. Athletes leamed to imagine or 

visualize themselves successhilly @orming at the various levels of their events. 

Garfield and Bemett stated that mental rehearsal requires working with the various 

images. These images must have movement for the performer to experience the greatest 

positive redts.  That is, the images performers visualize and coastantly rehearse in their 

minds need to be of actions, rather than being static. 

Swedish sports psychologist --Eric Unestahl (Garfield & Bennett, 1984) 

instnicted athletes, specifidy skiers, to work through their performance in their min&, 

fiom beginning to end, thlliking through the 'run'. Unestahl said that "moving mental 

images ... allow(ed) them (athletes) to respond fully to the changes and movement necessary 

to the execution of the actions they are preparing to perfonn. ... movement in the imagery 

prepared the body and mind for change" and any eventuality in the upcorning event 

(Gafield & Bennett, 1984. P. 130). Unestahl claïmed that once the event began the athletes 

needed to their attention away h m  the mentai r e h d  and let the action just happen. 



Dreams 

Dreams, Wre imagery or visuaikation and mental reheard can have a positive 

effect on optimal performance. Ungerieider and Golding (1992) in Beyond Strength: 

PsVfhologicol ProEles of Ol'pic Athletes, mnmar id  a d e s  of studies that examineci 

the relationship between athletes' drcams and performance levels. They found that, in a 

study of gymnasts by nZahoney and Avener (1977), dream fkquency and degree of success 

in the athlete's dreams wete variables that were afiiiiated with whether the athietes were 

chosen for the Olyrnpic team. Another study conducted by Mahoney and Avener (1977) of 

wrestlers and divers, however, found no comlation between positive dream occurrences 

and being selected for World Championship teams. 

Regardless, experts believe that imagination, and the cppacity to ciream, daydream, 

and fantasize, is a good resource that can aide in o p b a l  performance fiuictioning. Tauber 

and Green (1959) stated that daydreams, for example, may be thought of "as a Link between 

mental practice of athletic competition and nocainial dreams of athletic competition Like 

dreams, daydreams are a prelogical form of thinking which am-sot effortfiif or intentional " 

(UngerIeider & Golding, 1992, p. 47). Peak performers' mental practice of the use of 

dreams has a positive tone that is typical of successiid and optimal fiinctioning and may be 

one way to improve performance in the lives of ordinary individuais. 

Relaxation 

'Ine litetanire on peak performance states that elite perfarmers use relaxation as a 

strategy during optimal performance. In a study of @ormers by Jones and Hardy (1990) 

fhdings showed that @onnets w d  various structured and llllSfNctured relaxation 

techniques, such as breathing, counting, and imagery (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996). The 

techniques were physical as weU as mental. For example, a physical relaxation technique 
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used was progressive muscular relaxation, whercby the individuai progressed through the 

body, tensing then releasing the tension, one muscle group at a tirne. 

Aaother relaxation technique used by performers is tranquiiïzation or distraction 

through music. The late musician, Pablo Casais, stated Hansen (1989) in Shess for Succars: 

Thriving on Stress at W e  "was unable to mobilize his limbs each day mtil he played a 

vigorous Bach selection on his cello. Mer that, the levels of endorphine and cortisol were 

raised in his blaodstream, and he was able to carry on" (p. 191). Casals had &ess and 

pains in his joints in his later years, and used his own music to relax and energize himself 

mentaliy, which then relaxed hirn physicaiiy. Hansen added that otha optimal petformers 

have also used music, and listening to music, as an effective technique to relax and energize 

themselves, so that they can perfonn at optimal levels. 

Rhythmic brrathing is another technique many peak perfomers have used 

effectively to calm themselves before events. Williams (1993) gave an example of rhythmic 

breathing stating that "athletes inhale to a count of 4, hold for a count of 4, exhale to a count 

of 4, and pause for a count of 4 before mpeating the sequence" @. 189). Rhythm can be 

altered by changing the count. 

Besides rhytbmic breathing, athletes and other peak performers have used 

meditation techniques quite effectively. The ''relaxation response," created by Benson 

(1975), a physician at Harvard Medical SchooI, is used to teach athletes meditation 

(Williams, 1993). Meditation is a deep state of relaxation, which aides concentration 

through disciplining the mind. The foliowing directions explain the procedure involved in 

the relaxation response. The fint step is to sit quietly and comfortably. nie second step is to 

close one's eyes. îhe  third step is to relax all muscles, beginoing at the f a t  and progressing 

up to one's face. The fouth step is to breathe thn>ugh one's nose, concentrate on the breath, 
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and when breathing out say, 'calm'. The nfth step is to continue this process for 10 to 20 

minutes. The sixth and final step is to not w o y  about whether a state ofdeep relaxation 

was attained, but to continue to practix the technique twice daïiy. 

Arousal and Activation 

Hardy, Jones et. al. (1996) said, "Athletes and coaches ...think of musai and 

activation as being about 'psyching up' or 'psyching down' " @. 1 13). For example, elite 

perfonnen have various strategies that aiiow them to become encrgized @syched up) prior 

to an event, if they are too relaxed for a cornpetition Also, performers have various 

strategies that ailow them to become more relaxed @syched down) pnor to an event, if they 

are too excited or anxious. Thus, a technique to increase musal and activation levels may 

be to imagine playing intensely before a cheering crowd. A technique to decrease arousai 

and activation levels many be rhythmic breathing- In this explanation, however, the two 

constructs lack distinction and seem to melt into one another. 

For the purpose of clarification, Hardy, Jones et. al. (1996) stated that to remedy the 

lack of distinction between the two terms (a common problem with earlier studies) is to 

argue that "activation is a complex multidimensional cognitive and physiological state or 

pattern which reflects the organism's readiness to respond" and "arousal ... is the organism's 

response to new stimuli or input, (which) ... may affect performauce by aitering the 

perfortner's activation staten (p. 119). Thetefore, a technique like imagery, a stimulus, may 

increase an individual's a r o d  or response, which in tun can affect the individual's 

activation or physiological state, or readiness pattern, for the better, so that the individuai' 

performance can be enhanced On the other han& techniques nich as imagery or relaxation, 

if not appropriate for the task, wuld also alter the individual's or the perfomierYsy arousal 

and activation levels, for the worse* 
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Furthemore, accordhg to Hardy and Jones et al. (1996), Lacey (1967) presented 

evidence that there were tbree types of activation (musai): autonomie - referring to 

physiological activity taking place in the individual; behavioural, r e f h g  to the apparent 

activity of the individual; and electrocortical, refCrriIlg to thc electrical activity in the cortex. 

Such an explmation as w d  as the reseamh in this area cm be quite cornplex. 

A simpla way of Iooking a the states of arousai and activation is to consider a more 

"fine-grained view ofarousai," whereby the states of a r o d  and activation are a "pattemulg 

of difEerent physiological parametrs" (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996, p. 117). For example, 

Naatanen (1973) and Neiss (1988) stated that cbar~usal is best conndmd ... as a patternhg of 

different physiological parameters" and "if the cumnt physiological arousal pattern in 

appropriate for the task, then performance is maintaincd or even enhanced; if not, t ' en  

performance is impaired" (Hardy, Jones, et. al., 1996, p. 117). Therefore, one notes once 

again that the techniques (e.g., imagery, relaxation. etc.) used to muse and activate the 

perfonner, and enhance the performance, need to be appropriate for the task at hand. To 

make this point, Hardy and Jones e t  al. (1996) quoted James May, a gymnast, who raid 

that, "a high Ievel of physiologid a r o d  is facilitative for explosive tasks such as  

tumbling, but debilitative for the more finely-bdanced skills required on the pomme1 hone" 

(p. 71). To be able to alter the level of physiological arousal (thus activation), by inclteashg 

and decreasing it through the appropriate use of psychological skills, is an important ski11 of 

optimal performance fiinctioning or training. 

Concentration and Attention 

Hardy, Jones et. al. (1996) stated that "concentration is about focusing t&e mind 

upon one source of idonnation, ofien to the exclusion of others" (p. 174). Obviously, one 
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must consider what the mind is focusseci on. The tam attention, according to Hardy, Jones 

et. al. (1996), was defineci best by W'iam James (1890) as: 

.. .taking possession by the min4 in clear and vivid form, of...what seemç severai 

simultaneausly possible objects or trains of thought. FOcalization, concentration of 

consciousness are its essence. It implies withdrawai h m  some thùigs in order to 

deal effectively with others (p. 175). 

Therefore, while concentration b focussing the mind upon informaiion, attention is a type of 

information processing. 

Research (Gould et d., 198 1 ; Highlen & Bemett, 1979, 1983; Maboney et al., 1987; 

ûrlick & Partington, 1988) regarding swcessfbi and u~lsuccessfûl peak pdomien 

demonstrated that focus of attention - which d e t e d e s  appropnate concentration, for 

example, of the task et hand rather than something el= - is an important factor. Findings 

suggested that successful pedormm, as opposed to their less successful counterparts, 

becarne less distracted by stimuli, maintain more task-onented, and did not worry about 

outcornes (Hardy, Jones, et al.. 1996). Clearly, perforxners use a number of sküls to enhance 

attention control, howeva imagery and relaxation are prominent accordiag to Hady and 

Jones et al. (1 996). 

According to Williams (1993) successful athletes need to be slcilied in dinerent 

types of focus or attention since dinerent situations have dinant demands. An athlete may 

need to control what is r e f d  to as the width of his attentional focus. For example, a 

paiticular situation may require the individual to widen concentration, and another situation 

may require a narrowing of concentration, such a hittiag a bail. Another focus is related to 

the direction of an individual's attention For instance, attention may be directted intenially 
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toward the individuai's thoughts or fecüngs, or externafiy, on an object like a baii, or on the 

adversary. 

In Gestalt therapy, refetence is made to d e h i t e ,  as weU as naturai, concentration 

and attention on a task or objcct, In music and dance both foms of concentration can corne 

Uito play. Natural concentration happens when an individual is attracted, interested, 

fascinated or absorbed in the activity. Attention, or the information processing and 

involvement that d t s  h m  this -ate and naturai concentration, foiiows. However, 

if concentration or aîîention is difficdt to attain at a particular moment, musicians and 

dancers may iaduce the state by: pmctising deliberately, at a particular time; and motivating 

themselves, by keeping a particular goai in mind SeKinduceci routines. according to 

Bernstein (1 98 l), are a technique used by peak performers in the arts to enhance 

concentration and attention 

Copine With Adversity 

Successfid perfonners develop coping strategies *ch aiiow them to deal with 

advenity. Some strategies (ahady discussed) not only facilitate pedo~~liillce, but a h  help 

individuals deal with adversity. These strategis include: meaning-making and goals (goal- 

setting and process goals are quite signincant); a winning attitude and behaviollr; cognitive 

techniques such as positive seIf-talk, and cognitive-behaviourd ski11s (cognitive 

restructwhg is quite sipificant); imagey or visualization, and mental rehuusal; and 

relaxation. The following text includes additional information of coping with adversity and 

includes: a definition of coping; additional insight into the coping process; and a look at the 

two most often used coping strategies by peak performers, problem-focussed coping, and 

emotion-focussed coping- 
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Psychologists have defincd coping in differcnt ways and using M i t  

perspectives. The dominant definition of coping, according to Hardy, Jones et al. (1996). 

utilized the transactionai-pmcess perspective as stated by Lazanis and Folkman (1984), 

which said that "coping is a process of constantly changing cognitive and behavioural 

efforts to manage specific exîernal a d o r  intemal demands or conflicts appraised as taxing 

or exceeding one's resowces" (p. 206). This viewpoint sees coping as a series of steps that 

involves cognitive and behaviourai efforts to control tht thing or the situation that needs to 

be coped with, such as stress. 

Peak performers leam to deal with al1 types of stressors, such as anxiety, fhstration, 

fear of failure, other people's expectations, physicai injury and so on. These stressors, or 

this type of advasity, can be vieweci, at this time, simply as 'stress'. 

Stress focusses on threat, challenge, harm and los, and consists of two types, 

primary appraisal and secondary appraisal (Hardy & Jones, et. al., 1996). Rimary appraisai 

relates to the evaluation of situation, that is, what is at stake for the individual. Secondary 

appraisal relates to the resources that are availabk to deal with the stress or stressors, that is, 

what can the individual do about it (the stress or stressors). Note that stress perceived, 

changes. As a remit, coping shifts also occur. Coping strategies, or the coping process must 

therefore be reviewed and changed, ifnecessary or appropriate, from situation to situation. 

Problern-focursed coping is one strategy used by peak pedonners for optimal 

functioning. This type of coping requins the individual to manage the problem that is 

causing stress. Problem-focussed coping includes particular behaviours on the part of the 

individual such as management skilIs, goal-setthg, problem-solving, and getting necessary 

information. This coping technique is used d e n  situations are agreeable to change. 
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Emotion-focussed coping rcquim the individual to regdate his emotional responses 

that cause him stress. This coping includes behaviours on the part of the individual such as, 

meditation, cognitive techniques, and relaxation techniques. This coping strategy is wd 

when situations can not be changeci. 

In conclusion, more effective coping Ekills can help performers, as weii as 

psychologists, to understand stress and to manage it or help 0th- manage it. Additionally, 

oher factors aeed to be taken into consideration, such as an individuai's internai locus of 

control, attitude, and motivational states. 

Conclusions 

The literature suggests that peak perfomance is not a static state but a continuous 

action of optimal bctioning. Peak pedomers and examples of peak perfomance may be 

found in athletics, the iais, business, and al1 aspects of life. Interestingiy, the comrnonality 

of many of the feahurs of peak performance that have been rescaiched by individuals in 

various areas in iXe concentrated on simiiar facets, for example, decreasing d e t y  or 

stress, increasing sekonfidence, seaing worthwhile goals. Remarkably, whether the peak 

performers, or peak performance experts* w m  looking at optimal bctioning or superiority 

in athietics, the arts, or business, their viewpoints on conclusions fouad a common groun& 

Peak perfonners share certain traits and ways of - thinking and understanding, learning, 

developing, and achieving. Peak perfomim t u  fel, and act in certain ways. These 

common traits d e n  applied to ail diverse Mestyles resuited in a similar outcome - 
excellence! 

The literature on peak performance training, suggests that the individual, the 

perfomance psychologist, or the peak penomuuice traines take into consideration the 

individual's physical, psychological, and spinhial whole king. Specific skilis, strategies, 
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(both physical and mental), as weli as philosophies and ways of viewing the world cm and 

do help individuals attain optimal fbnctioniag. Thus, an individuai's physical abilitia and 

skills (e.g., past education and training), his or her philosophical (or spiritual) and 

psychological foundations (cg., world Mew) are factors that shouid be considenxi 'prior' to 

seaing up a pealr performance program, The components of the peak performance program 

need also to be taken into consideration, such as the orientations and skills that are relevant 

to the individuai's area of speciality, or relevant to an indivlduatts We. 

The Literature additionally presents possible implications. The creation of high 

performance propms of development may be usefiil to, and may enhance the lives of, 

ordinary, as well as peak performing, individuals. For instance, if peak performance, or 

optimal or superior functioning, that is, the releasing of one's latent powers to behave 

effectively in various activities or in the various areas of one's Iife (Privene, 1991) leads to 

well-being (e.g., strong sense of self-identity, confidence, awareness of power, joy, 

fuEIment etc.), as descrïbed in the various accounts of peak performers' experiences, and as 

described in Rivette's studies; then ordinary individuals could benefit fkom a peaJc 

performance program. Such a program would teach ordihary individuals the various 

strategies and skilis that peak perfiorming individuais use to enhance their Lives, to enhance 

well-being. 

Peak performing individuals, for instance, appear to think, act and even feel things 

in certain ways that make them high level perfonners, which in hun the fiterature suggests 

gives them their sense of weil-being. In other words, they have cataia quaiities nich as, 

confidence, control and mastery, and a sense of value, fiilfilment and joy, just to mention a 

few of those qualities. Hence, several key points stand out in a study of peak performing 

individuals that can benefit ordinary individuals. 
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To srnnmarize, the following is a List (or six emagent themes) of =me cornmon 

qualities of peak p c r f o ~ g  individuals. One observes that most of the literaîure overlapped 

and made similar key points but for the purpose ofthis study only a few authors, or 

mearchers are suggested in the foilowhg Lin A more complete list of authors and titles can 

be obtained fiom the references. 

Peak performers have the following qualities that benefit their weli-being. They 

have: 

1. A high level of perfbmance and superior khaviour (Kriegel & Kriegel, 1984; 

Privette, 199 1). 

2. A strong sense of self-identity, confidence and an awareness of power (i.e., 

persona1 power) control or mastery, fiom biowing who they are and what they can do. 

These qualities are the result of min& that are focussed and ihe of distractions, emotiom 

that are free of tension, and bodies that are relaxed and open to life (Hardy, Jones et. al., 

1996; Megel& Kriegel, 1984; Milhan, 1979; Rivette, 1991). 

3. A clear focus or clear goals, and a strong sense of responsibiiity toward 'getting 

things done', that is, intent, or cornmitment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Hardy, Jones, et. al., 

1996; Miller, 1992; Rivette, 1983; Williams, 1993). 

4. A sense of absorption, focalization or concentration of conscioumess, or a way of 

concentrating and becomhg involved This quality ofien results h m  a sense of loving what 

they do (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Hardy, Jones, e t  al., 1996; Rivette, 1983). 

5. A sense of value and fulfilment, as weli as joy (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Kriegel 

& Kriegel, 1 984; Privette, 1983). 

6. Skills to eahance their perrformances, as well as to deal with set-backs, that is, to 

cope with adversity. 'Ihese skiils are both cognitive and behavioural. TheV winning attitude 
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is a particular way of thinlring, fcchg, and acting (Hardy, Jones, e t  ai., 1996; Kriegel& 

Kriegel, 1984; Miller, 1992; Williams, 1993). 

The dore mentioned points semi to lead to questions that can be asked of peak 

performing individuals in mal M e  settings, to Ieam if what the literature tells us hofd true. 

The following questions may be exploreci in a new study of four peak performing 

individuals in a real life situation: 

1. You have demonstrated (to your peers, your coileagues, and your community) a 

high level of perfomance, or niperior behaviour or fhctioning, in your area of speciality. 

That is, you were able to release (iatent) powers in order to behave effectively in (-te 

whatever area) athletics, business, the arts, or in life in general. Due to this fact, 1 perceive 

you as a peak perfiormer. Since Iam interested in peoples 'peakperjôrmance experiences in 

their areas of recognition, couldyou please tell me about yourserfandyour area of 

specidity? (Italics mine.) 

2. GNe me your perspectives on your own experiences with peak petfiormance. 

(Italics mine). 

3. Peak perfonners state in the literahm that they have various skills and strategies 

to enhance their performance, as well as to help them cope with adversity. Could you pieuse 

tell me about the way you think when functioning atpeakperfonrurnce lewls? (Italics 

mine.) 

4. Could you please tell me about UV particular behaviours you nury have, or 

things you do, when you arefknctioning atpeakpeflormance levek? fltalics mine.) 

5. CouZti you tell me how your optimaifinrctiooing behavïour makes you feol? 

(Italics mine.) Ifnecessary, I will give an example by pointhg out that in the literature peak 

perfonners often state that their way of being or fiinctioning brings about a state of well- 
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being whereby they feel a sense of iùlfilment, mastery and control and so on - which rnay or 

may not filter into otha aspects of their tives. Conversely, some peak perfomers daim that 

their optimal fùnctioning in their raea of speciaiïty brings them agony. Thus, various 

prompts (not leads) rnay be used throughout the interview to keep individuais talking, in 

order to leam if the individuals have some of the qualities aiready stated such as, self- 

identity, power, focus, responsibility, absorption, value, fulnlment, and joy. 

6. You've received recognition and admiration in tbis area of speciality. Couldyou 

tell me how this recognition and adhirution make you feel? (Italics mine.) 

7. What i s  the most saîisli,ing thingyou Le mer done? (Italics mine.) 

Note that the lim of questioning of course depends upon the response of the 

individuals. Therefore the researcher rnay or may not continue the line of questioning 

exactly as shown. 

One notes tbat if there are common themes in the descriptive reports of these 

individuals, then the implications for counselling rnay be that ordinary individuds rnay 

benefit from this knowledge. Performance prognuns that teach the skills and strategies that 

peak pefiormers have, or have learned, rnay be created to help ordinary individuais. 



CHAPTER3 

Reseatch Perspectives and Methods 

The research purpose of this study was to document four peak performing 

individuais' paspcstives on theù own pdo~ma~lces, in order to shed Light on the foiiowing 

questions of interest: How do these individuais think and what do they do in order to 

fitnction at optimal performance leveis? Are there common patterns and themes, for instance 

common q d t i e s ,  that emergc among llw descriptive reports? If so, do these common 

qualities (Le., particuiar ways of thinkiag, acting, and perhaps feeling) bring about a sense 

of well-being? 

Characteristics of Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research rnethods were applicable for this study in order to ascertain 

fiom individuals directîy what their perspectives are on peak performance. Qualitative 

research methodr require the coZlection ofdecr@tive &ta (italics mine). Descriptive data 

are data which are collected in the form of what people say and do; as weil as the 

researcher ' s interpretations (E3ogdan & B Wen, 1992). " ... they ofken contain quotations and 

try to describe what a particulsr situation or view of the world Q Wce in namative form" 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 30). Information, for example on peak pefiomance, is collected 

by the researcher in a series of in-depth interviews, with perhaps some observations of the 

participants in their naturai settbg. 

ûualitative Metho& Have the Researcher as the Kev instrument of Measurement 

OAen the qualitative mearcher may be the only hstrument of measmement, 

collecting au the &ta; uniilce for example, quantitative studies which may contain several 

mstniments of measurements, such as, standardized tests or questionnaires whkh have 
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predetermined questions and categories. in a Qualitative study the te~eatcher does not want 

to be restricted by predetemiined categories or questions (Gay, 1996). 

Oualitative Methods M a v w  

Qualitative researchcrs believe that human behaviour is infiuenced by the 

individual's envieonment, therefore nsearch is often conducteci on location, that is, in a 

participant's naturai setting. For example, in the case of this shidy a peak performing 

business man and martial adst ,  may k interviewecl and observecl in his gym or studio, or 

perhaps in his place of work. Note however, that although a natural setting is important for 

participant observation, it is not always necessary for in-depth interviewing. 

Quaiitative Methods Are Holistic 

They require the individuai's point of view and his or her activity to be examined 

together. In this way the qualitative researcher tries to see and understand the world through 

the eyes of the participant. Ine viewpint orperspective of qualitauiw research (italics 

mine) is "that the world be approached with the assumption that nothing is trivial, that 

everything has the potentiai of being a due that might unlock a more comprehensive 

understanding of what is king studied" (Bogdan & Büden, 1992 pp. 30-3 1). 

Oualitative Methods Focus on Process Rather Than Outcornes 

Additiody, qualitative research is concemed with process and how individuals 

negotiate meanings (Bogdau & Biklen, 1992). For instance, qualitative researchers seek to 

Ieam how certain ideas or viewpoints, labels or definitions corne to translate into every day 

interactions, and becorne viewed as "common sense." 

Oualitative Methods Analvse Data Inductivelv 

Quaiitative methods do not try to prove or disprove hypotheses, instead, "the 

abstractions are buiit as the particdm that have k e n  gathered are grouped togethef' 
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(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 3 1). Thuq a theory is developcd h m  the bottom up. as 

opposed to the top down. from pieces of collected evidence that are intercomected, and then 

interpreted by the researcher. Qualitative theory is therefore r e f d  to as 6cgro~ded  

theory" (Bogdan & Büden, 1992. p. 32). To clarify £Ûrther. the theory develops aRa data 

collection and a& t h e  spent with participants. The researcher searches for, and identifies, 

themes or patterns that emerge h m  the âata. Since findings closely represent the words, 

actions, and the perspectives, of the participants. the theory is calied punded (Bogdan & 

Biklen, 1992). Threats to qualitative analysis are the researchet7s personal beliefs and 

biases, which m u t  be suspended at the t h e  of the study. However, Bogdan and Biklen 

(1992) and Gay (1996) would argue that a researcher cannot suspend his or her beliefs, but 

that he or she can account for them. 

Qualitative Methods Focus on 6'Meanïnd' 

Qualitative researchers are interested in the way individuais "make sense out of their 

Lives ....(a nd) are concemed with what are d e d  participant perspectives" (Bogdan & 

Biklen, 1992. p. 32). Researchers question. what individuals are experiencing, how those 

expenences are interpreted by these individuals, and how the individuals structure the world 

they live in. According to Gay (1996) qualitative re~eafchets are concemed with gaining 

insights into the '%ig picture" and not just describing how thingr are. They seek m e r s  to 

questions related to how things got to be the way they are, how people invoived f-1 about 

they way things are. what they believe. what meanings they attach to various activities" 

(Gay 1996, p. 209). Qualitative researchers seek "to obtain indepth understanding of the 

phenornenon under study" (Gay. 1996, p. 209). 

"Qualitative research is the collection and analysis of extensive narrative data in 

order to gain insights into a situation of interest not possible using other types of researchy7 
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(Gay, 1996, p. 208). Qualitative r e m h  Perspectives and methods provide an 

understanding into the buman condition, not j# 'how' things are, but Plso 'why'. 

Qualitative researchers can uncover the various perspectives of the individuai participants, 

and by compaMg and contrasting these perspectives, the researchers can interpret them. 

Design of the Study 

A qualitative research study is loosely established with a generai outline and 

direction of procedure. Research design is broad, directional, and subject to some 

modifications as the data are coliected. In other words, the design is flexible and design 

decisions are made throughout ail stages of the study. In the case of this study, a broad set of 

questions is established, such as: 

1. Tell me about yourseifand your area of speciality. (Background information) 

2. Give me your perspectives on your own peak performance expenence. 

3. Teil me about: (a) the way you think when you are fiinctioning at peak 

perfomance levels; (b) and the way you behave (Le., act) when you are fùnctioning at pedc 

performance levels. Al=, see the conclusions in chapter two, and the attacheci interview 

guide - Appendix B. 

1 used the above broad outline to leam about four individuals' perspectives on peak 

performance. These general questions were used in the semi-structrmd interview. Answers 

to the following questions of interest were sought: How do these individuais think, and what 

do they do, in order to fiinction at o p W  @onnance levels? In other words, how do they 

get such surprisingiy good resuits in their areas of speciality? Are there common patterns or 

themes, for instance, common quaiities that emerge among their descriptive reports? Ifso, 

do these common Qualities (Le., particular ways of thinking, acting, and perhaps feeling) 

bring about a sense of weli-being? 
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The research approach therefore, is one of noninterventioa A few basic open-ended 

questions are askd, and participants am ~~~couraged to give their perspectives on the 

research topic. Researchers do not interfixe in nor overly direct the interview pmess. They 

do provide some structure to the interview proces, but do not direct the informants to say or 

do certain things. Additionally, skce tesearchers possess a bias, they must accwnt for theu 

bias. 

Hence, descriptive data are coiîected through this form of Kmi-structured 

interviewing, through document analysis (review of letters, diaries, brochures, policy 

statements, d c i e n t  materials by the participants), as weil as thmugh participant 

observation. (In the case of this study, the procedure involveci a series of in-depth semi- 

sûuctured in t e~ews ,  with two, one-hour interviews per participant-) 

The above menttioned procedure provides the guide for how the researcher proceeds. 

When aii data are collected, the design is nnally implemented, and then the data are 

analysed. After the data are analysed, the writing is done. 

Participants 

Four participants were chosen for this qualitative study. Individu& were contacted 

at their places of business and recruited by the researcher. The participants included two 

women and two men in the middle yean (35-55) oftheir life-opan. 'The intent behg to 

include individuals fiom various backgrounds and Mestyles, educationd levels, and 

occupations. 

Purposive sarnpling was used. In a qualitative study, " 'sample' almost always refea 

to people'' and "....samphg is usuaiiy purposive, meaning that the sampie is selected 

purposefully, Le., precisely because it is believed to be a rich source of the data of interest" 

(Gay, 1996, p. 213). Such a sample in not repmsentative of a population, but is chosen to 
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acquk an indepth understanding of the topic king researched. The sample is selected by 

the researcher, because it is likely to contain the desired information. (Note that a definition 

of a peak performing individual. for the purpose of this study, is providecl in Chapter 1 of 

this paper.) 

Thus. this reseamher chose four participants that she was acqiiainted with. lheK 

individuals refiected the qualities that are attributed to peak pedorrners as stated by Privetîe 

(1983). For example, they have the foiiowing qdt ies :  (a) a high level of performance, or 

superior behaviour which they demonstrated in their m a  of speciaiity and sometirnes in 

other areas of their lives as well; (b) a strong sense of self-identity accompanied by an 

awareness of power (i.e. personal power, control, or mastery nom knowing who they are 

and what they can do) which they dernonstnited while speaking with the researcher; (c) a 

clear focus and a strong sense of responsibility toward 'getting things done' (Le., intent, 

commitment), which they demonstratecl in their area of speciality and sornetimes in other 

areas of their lives; (d) a sense of absorption, and loving what they do. which they 

demonstrated while speaking with the researcher; (e) and they have a sense of value, joy, 

and fulfilment which they also demonstrated M e  speakuig with the researcher. 

The participants included: (a) Maia, a female interior designer and former fashion 

designer who won awards for her clothing designs in Toronto; (b) Mathew, a malt 

counseiior, consultant and director of his own cou~lselling clinic, a former businessman, 

foxmer Canadian Tae Kwon Do champion; (c) Sarah, a female judge and former lawyer, 

wtio was president of the Manitoba Bar and who was awarded the honorary Queen's 

Council or Q.C.; (d) John, a male musician, a jazz pianiot and composer, who created his 

own orchestra and recordai his own albums, and whose formative years were spent playing 
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with and recording with 'jazz great' Buddy Rich in New York City. (Note that ail names are 

pseudonyms.) 

Selection of Particivants: Partici~ants' Current Work and Brief History 

Mak 1 became acquallited with Maia through family members many years ago. - 
Most recently, at îhe time of this writing, 1 had occasion to meet and tak with her at some 

famiiy fùnctions, wnich included various gatherings over the C- holiâay season. 

Maia now residnig in Toronto, irnpressed me with her energy and more of her stones. 

1 leamed that she had won a design awatd in fashion design in Toronto and that 

fashion design was not the oniy area that she exceiied a t  Maia was, at this time, excelling at 

her own interior design business which was apparently bringing her m a t  satisfaction as 

well as a high six figure salary. She talked about her love for her work as weii as her love 

and pride for her f d y .  She taiked about her "successfUI and driven" husband and her 

"great marriage" of more than twenty years and about her "amazing" three àaughters. Her 

girls, like mom and dad, were also excelling at, and winning awards in academics, the arts, 

sports and modelling. 

Maia also t&ed about her vie- on life and about pursuing excellence and al1 that 

life had to offer. While she talked, she smiled, Iaughed and her disposition was genuinely 

happy. 1 asked her to be a part of my study and she agreed. While she was visiting Winnipeg 

during the said Christmas season, 1 arranged for two interviews. 1 met with Maia at her 

family (parents') home in Winnipeg and also in my home. Both interviews were conducted 

in quiet dining room settings over lunch. Maia was open, relaxeci and cornfortable. 

Mathew. 1 became acquainted with Mathew at my work out studio in Winnipeg. On 

the few occasions that 1 was able to talk to him, 1 learned that he was a Canadian Tae Kwon 

Do champion, and that he was dso successfûiiy ninning a counsekg centre. Mathew, 
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couid best be descriilmi as a counsellor and consuitant, and a busincssman - the director of 

his own centre. Mathew's centre and the progratm o f f d  tbac had been developed and 

implemented by Mathew. Mathew also employed several professionally trained staff 

members. His centre helped people with their life management skiiis, for example, theu 

relationships. 1 say that Mathew was 'successfûiiy ninning a centre' because I had the 

opportunity to sit in on some his wodcshops and tak  to various individuais. Several people 

told me that the courses they took fiom Mathew had changed their Iives for the better. 1 

asked Mathew to be part of my study and he agreed. 

1 arrived at the centre, at Mathew's place of business, at seven o'clock in the 

evening and joined a workshop that Mathew was giving. This particular workshop dealt 

"th people's personality types and their meta programs. The piirpose being, that one should 

learn to understand oneself and then others so as to be able to communicate more 

effectively. Understanding oneself and others and effective communication, would lead to 

individuals getting dong with others in the world. Part of this workshop taught individuals 

WIUch personality type they were. Various penonality types included, the 'Driver' 

personality, and the 'Amiable', 'Expressive', and 'Analytical' personalities. 

After the workshop, in a quiet clasmom setting, Mathew and 1 started what 1 

believed to be the first i n t e ~ e w  but which tumed out to be the main and only formal 

interview. As things turned out, Mathew kept talking for almost the Mi two hoiirs and 

answered ali my questions in that the .  Calling himself a Driver persodity 1 believe he 

needed to complete the two, one-hour interview process at one the.  Mathew did say that he 

did not mind my telephonhg him with any M e r  questions. 1 took him up on his offer. 

Mathew was always very accommodating, as well as extremely energetic during the 

interview process. He was genuinely happy talking about his views. 
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Sarah. 1 met Sarah through my husband Sarah is a former lawyer, who s e v d  - 
years ago was appointed a judge. As a result of the legai affiüations and associations 

between Sarah and my spouse, our paths cross on many occasions. Some of these occasions 

include not oniy Iegal fiuictious of some sost, but also artistic ones. Sarah sits on several 

boards and is quite active bdraising for various commUIUties, helping out the artistic 

community, as weil as reguiar cornmunitics and the "down trodden", as she d s  them. 

Haviug met Sarah at some of these functions, or hdraisers, 1 had an opporhinity to 

meet her in her element, and among her pers. I won ôecame aware of the fact that she 

elicited a great deal of recognition and admiration h m  her pcers. I was in attendance when 

Sarah was awarded a Q. C. (Le. Queen's Council) and wiien she was appointed a judge. 1 

listened to her tak  passionately about injustice and what she hoped to accomplish in the 

fiiture and 1 was moved, 

1 asked Sarah to participate in my study. Sarah agree!d. Each interview was 

conducted at Sarah's home, in an elegant, relaxed and quiet living room atmosphere. Sarah 

was joyfùl and open during the interview process. 

John. John, a jazz pianist and composer, is an acquaintance of mine h m  University. - 
1 have known him for several years and have gone to his concerts, and various fiinctions he 

has perfonned at. 'Ibroughout the years 1 have had several opportunities to talk to him 

whereby 1 learned about his background. 1 Iearned about his experiences with jazz great 

Buddy Rich as well as, his own work which included composing and recording his own 

music with his own orchestra. Seeing John as a peak performer7 1 asked him to be part of my 

study and he agreed. 

We met in a Iibrary-like setting, in a quiet corner of a large bookstore. John felt that 

he would be more cornfortable during the interview, over coffee, somewhere other than his 
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home studio. We chose a quiet corner of the store complete with couches and a fireplace. 

John claimed that he was excited about this particuiar interview because it gave bim a 

chance to taik about his views on We, as weii as to refïect upon his life. He said that he was 

Iooking fonvard to a copy of the resuits of the project 

John however, like Mathew, decided that he couid not meet for a second intemiew, 

as he was over extendeci with musicai comitments. He offered to answer any additional 

questions 1 might have on the phone. In this way the interview process was completd 

During this tirne, John was accommodating, extremely reflective and genuinely interested. 

Data Collection 

The data for this study was collected through a series of in-depth semi-structured 

interviews. There were two, one-hour interviews (or the equivalent thexeof) pet participant. 

The interviews (primarily) took place at the participants' work place, or their homes. The 

research was conducted using an overt approach. There were no deceptions. AU interviews 

were put on audio tape, and then M y  transcxibed into fieldnotes. Fieldnotes included not 

only a record of the interview sessions and what was said, but in some cases obswvattions 

(Le., if there was an oppomuiity to observe the participant in their natural setting). Also, the 

fieldnotes contained observer comments or reflective notes. In other words, each set of 

fieldnotes cleariy differentiated what each participant said versus the observations and 

thoughts of the researcher. 

To M e r  dari@, d d g  ihe interview process, participants were asked general 

open-ended questions (as outlined in the 'design' section of thb study, in the conclusions of 

chapter two, and in the attached interview guide). Besides the data being rewrded on audio 

tape, some observations were made during the interview ptocess. The observer's (Le., the 

researcher's) coments regarding her ideas, or thoughts and ftelings. which are meaningfid 
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to the study, were written down in the fieldnotes. Other reflective notes regarding 

researcher bis,  for instance, were also written down. Additionally, during this data 

collection process, the researcher played with metaphors, concepts and analogies, and 

thought about wiiat connections to other situations the present situation may have. This 

process helped the researcher think more deeply about this subject, firom the beginning of 

the study. 

Note that the merature in the area of this study was revicwed and explored before the 

data collection process. This procedure is not necessarily typical of qualitative research since 

the literature review is ofien done at the end of a study. However, in the case of this study, the 

information collected on peak performmce was used to stimulate this researcher's thoughts 

rather than to bias the findings. Nevertheless, since most researchers agree (Gay, 1996) that 

personal bias is inevitable; to minimize the effects of personal biases on the hdings, this 

researcher become aware of her own reactions by recording her thoughts, feelings, and 

reactions during the data dieetion process, by tracking them. This researcher differentiated 

between what hm intentions may have been regarding this study, and what actually happened. 

Note thut before the data collection process began certain procedtues were followed 

(italics mine). The ethics review board reviewed al l  procedures regarding the study. 

Additionally the participants were infonned of the nahue of the study. For example, in the 

case of this study, the participants were informed in advance that: (a) there would be two, 

one-hour in-depth semi-structured interviews; (b) they would be responding to the gmeral 

leads or questions of the researcher. (c) there would be no deliberate deceptions; (d) there was 

nothing in the study to deliberately cause 8IIXiety; (e) aii information would remain 

confidentid and pseudonyms would be used; (f) they did not have to amver any questions 

they were uncornfortable with and they could withdraw at any t h e ;  (g) at the end of the study 
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ail tapes would be destroyed and participants would n i v e  a summaty of the fïndings. (At 

this point, participants sigued a letter of CO-) 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis for this study was directcd by qualitative methodology considerations as 

outlined by Bogdan and Biklen (1992). "Data analysis is the process of systematicaiiy 

searching and arranghg the interview transcript, fieldnotes, and other materials that you 

accumulate to increase your understamding of them and to enable you to present what you 

have discovered to others" (Bogdan & Bikien, 1996, p. 153). Put another way, "qualitative 

analysis involves making sense out of an enomous amount of narrative data" (Gay, 1996, p. 

245). 

Some decisions are made, that is, some data are analysed, during the data collection 

process. Analysis, afkr data collection, continues as well. The first phase of this ongoing 

analysis process is 'discovery'. For instance, as the researcher reads through the data, 

certain words, patterns of behaviour, and ways the participants have of thinking about 

people, objects and events stand out and repeat themselves. nius, the researcher discovm 

and identifies various ' themesy. 

Secondly, as the researcher searches through the data and notes these reguiarities, 

patterns, or themes, he or she 'codes' the themes, that is, puts them into categories. For 

instance, regardhg this study, there may be an activity or slcills section. That is, a section 

descnbing what physical and mental activities or slrills peak pdomien make use of, in 

order to attain optimal fiinctioning levels - activities that may be common to dl four 

participants. nius, a code, 'MR', for mental rehead, a psychological skiii, is created nie 

fieldnotes, thereby, have sections marked with 'MW. (Later, during the writing process, the 
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researcher can easily locate, and write about, peak pcrforming individuais's use of mental 

rehearsal to enhance performance.) 

Lastiy, the researcher seeks to understand the data that were coliected 'Ihe emerging 

pattern' themes, among the various responses and observations of the participants, and the 

literature, m u t  be facilitated into an inteiligible and congrnous synthesis of data The goal 

in this particular study is an increaseâ understanding of peak performance and the optimaiiy 

functioning individuai- In this study of four peak performing individuals, this reseatcher 

sought a Eramework or model of how these individuais think and what they do in order to 

fiuiction at optunal levels, and additionally ifthis behaviour or way of king brings about a 

sense of well-beia& as stated in the Literaîure. The implication being, thpt if this shtdy 

reflects what the Literature States is true, then perhaps ordinary individuals may benefit fiom 

a performance program or performance counseliing. The common traits of peak pefionning 

individuals when applied to ordinary lifestyles, would hopefbiiy resuit in a similar outcome 

as with peak perfomiing individuals - excellence and enhanced living! 



CHAPTER4 

Resuits, Analysis, Implications and Conclusions 

This study documents four peaL perfomiing individuals' perspectives on their own 

performances- The four individuais are p p l e  who through peer review or reputation within 

the community are regarded as penoar pdonning at a high level of professionalisrn withh 

their chosen field and are viewed as 'successfiil'. The individuals are not world-class or the 

absolute top in their fields. They can be thought of as king 'above avemge'. 

This study sought to shed light on the following questions: How do these particular 

individuals think and what do they do in order to function at optimal performance levels? 

Are there cornmon patterns, themes or qualities that emerge among their descriptive reports? 

If so, do these common qualities (Le., particular ways of thinking, actingy and perhaps 

feeling) bring about a s e w  of weU-being and, or benefit and enhance well-king? The 

implication being, that if world-class athletes or pmfessionals benefit fiom these techniques 

c m  ordinary individuals also benefit h m  a comparable performance program or 

performance counselling. 

Peak Performance Perspectives: Results and Anaiysis 

In analyshg the raw data (Le., the interview tmucripts) 1 rralized that then were a 

number of similar qualities ( i r ,  results or themes) that emerged ammg the four participants 

which allow them to fûnction at optimal performance Ievels and which benefit their well- 

being. n i e  peak perfonning individuals in this study have: (a) cognitive and behaviour 

skius such as clear goals, clear concentration or focus on the task at haad. a sense of 

codtment and nsponsibility to the task at hanci and organïzational skiiis and a winning 

a h d e  (Le., positive thoughts and actions); @) high hctioaing behaviours which are not 

excessive, exclusive or extreme; (c) innuaices such as, a need for independence, a need to 
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feel a sense of control and mastcry of oneself, a need for growth and developmeat; (d) a 

sense of fùlfïlmait exhibiteci as îùn, interest, love and joy in what they do. The following 

section discusses each of these results in tum. 

Comitive and Behavioural Skill~ 

Al1 four peak performing participants shared the common quaiity of having 

cognitive and behaviours skiils which helped them to perfotm at optimal levels which in 

turn benefited their we11-being. These skiiis mcluded: havhg and, or setting clear goals; 

having the abiiity to focus or concentrate on the ta& at hand; taking responsibility for, and 

committing to, the task at hand; organintionai skills; and a winning attitude, that is 

maintainhg a positive M e  of mind (as well as taking positive action). 

Maia, for exemple, said, Y do a lot of visualization. 1 plan for it (i.e., the goal) and 1 

sort of go off (and create the design)". She expanded by stating: 

It's more of a mind s e t A f I  want to achieve something 1 think about it, 1 plan it and 

1 set a goal. So it's all sort of set in my mind but 1 feel it physicaliy ....like my 

adrendin starts to go .... It's just a determination that this is what's going to happen 

and I have no doubt that it's going to happen. 

Although Maia is commitîed and detetmined and does set goals, she pointed out that she 

also has a sense of right action or intuition that tells her what to do. 

Sarah's report mirrored Maia's. Sarah said, "1 focus (on the issue) and 1 do what 1 

have to do." At another point she added, T o u  have to be able to concentrate and get rid of 

everything else and fmd out what it is that they (i.e., the accused) need to b o w  and...need 

to get back in order to do what it is 1 thhic they ought to (do) ..." that is, what Sarah f d s  

they should do that will put order back in everyone's lives. Y am usually quite confident 
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that what 1 have done is the best (that) can be done in the circuxnstances," and she added 

confidently that she rarely thinks she made a mistake. 

Here one witnesses a sense of right action in this optimal performer as well as, the 

sense of responsibility and co~llLnitment toward the job, wt only getting the job done but 

doing it right. Sarah's intent, or her goal is toward a win-win situation. As a judge, Sarah 

tries to set things up in such a way (i.e., in her family court) that the chiIdren win and "there 

are no losers." Since she is able to concentrate on the task, and "get rid of everyching else", 

she can accomplish the goals she sets. 

When asked ifhe was a goal-setter John replied that he bas "one huge goal right 

now and thatYs..my musical." He claimed that this musical is a aeative project that he has 

been working on for eight yean "is with me (,) ali  the time and 1 (he) leamed 1 get ideas 

fiom it and for it h m  everything 1 do." This is not a project that John would give up on 

easily. There is a strong sense of responsibility and cornmitment toward getting it done. 

John also talked about his work and He in general. "You make your own Me," he 

said and "like one of the songs in the musical is called What is Life?" At another point of the 

i n t e ~ e w  he added, T m  tryiag to experience and be aware of Me by doing it" (i.e., the 

music). When asked ifhis musical goal(s) give him purpose and meaning in his life he 

replied, '7 don? h o w  if the purpose of my life is to do exactly what 1 do", however "ifs 

(Le., music is) my main thing." ûne concludes nom John's descriptive reports that his 

thoughts, feelings and actions corne together in meaningfül goals such as his expenencing 

iife and then expressing it in his music and in his project (Le., the musical), thereby giving 

meaning and purpose to his Me, and in turn enhancing hk well-being. 

Mathew's report reflected the other three participants' comments. Y am a dominant 

driver personality which means that I'm focussed A to B so I want to get h m  A to B which 
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means time task orientated. ..l want the resuit," said Mathew dcscnibing his goal orientated 

personality and his commîtment toward getîing things done. Additionaiiy, Mathew said, 

"Why do anything if you don? create d t s n  nius Mathew started up his own counselling 

centre whereby his goal was to create results and help people, rather than =jwt go through 

the emotions" with thern, as he 'put it'. Mathew's seme of responsibility toward gening 

resuIts, and his clear focus (or concentration on the task at hand) are qualities that this high 

perfomer shares with the other three participants, qualities which give him great 

satisfaction and in tuni, we11-being. 

Additionally, ail  four participants shared the common quality of haviag g d  

organizational skills. The descriptive reports suggested that whether or not all four 

participants specifically mentioned their organizatiod skills or not, it was apparent fiom 

their reports that they were organized to some degree, in order to accomplish whPt each of 

them accomplished in a day, a week, in their lives in general. The participants were not 

unlike Maia, who m e d  that her Me was extremely fÙii and in Maia's case some times a 

'%it of a juggle"; thus it was important to be organized. Maia on several occasions 

verbalized that she was extremely organkd, as did Sarah. 

AU four participants also shared the quality of a winnuig attitude. Sarah and Maia, 

for instance, reported on tbeir use of positive thinking and the visualization techniques that 

they applied to theu everyday lives, such as vinialuing a positive outcome m a ) .  Am, for 

both these participants their winning attitude cornes fiom theu perspective on Me. For 

example, Sarah said, Y don't think that I have ever, for more than a short while, felt sorry 

for myself." She added, Tome of my collcagues think 1 have a lot of mgic thhgs happen to 

me and 1 think that they are nuts because 1 don't thllik 1 have at dl. 1 think 1 have had an 

interesthg life." Maia remembers her father, a WW11 concentration camp siirvivor, who 
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taught her that life is beautiful and that she can do anything she sets her mind to. Uaia feels 

that if her fatber couid escape the past of the concentration camp, she too can do anything 

she sets her mind to without any imposecl barriers. 

Maia and Mathew also report& on how they cope with adversity - essentiaiiy by not 

'personaiizing'. Said Uaia, "The only reai negative experience 1 had..l didn't take it 

personally." Mathew said, one needs to remember and intedize that it's "...net what 

happens to you, it's how you deaï with what happens to you" 

Furthemore, Mathew stated that one must not be afiaid to make mistakes but lem 

fiom them and move on quickly, and that now he 'Tails forward faster." A winning attitude 

here, clearly meam that the individual must not fiageiiate himself or herseif for not king 

perfect. Matthew also added b t  perception of realiiy as it is not as one wants it to be (Le., 

aligning with 'operating reaiity' or w b t  wodu in the real world), and fiexibility, as weli as 

physical energy, are ail important factors for peak performance. Note that Mathew's concept 

of operating reality and Maïa's belief of king able to accomplish anything one sets their 

mind to, are not necessarily congruent. However, each participant in their own way has 

found their fotmula on how to excel. 

As for John, his newest winning attitude is gaged by a fortuitous event in his Me, 

the fact that he was quite ï i i  and almost died. Now, according to John nothing can be that 

bad, that is, as bad as deah 

A winning attitude can aloo be interpreted not only as thinking positively but also 

acting positively. Both John and Mathew discussed their devotion to 'practice' as a way 

toward excellence. Said Mathew, "Practice, that's what 1 do to become excellent, is practice 

and fail and make mistakes, practice, leam h m  my mistakes ... .never ending 
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improvemen t.... always looking for a better mousetrap. Yeah a better way, easier way, fana 

way, better way (Le., to do things)." 

Therefore, one concludes fb t  that pcak performance behaviour seems to be a 

results-oriented or goai-oriented process. This process gives individuais a sense of meaning 

and purpose, fidfiiment or joy. Secondly, certain basic cognitive and behaviour s W  appear 

to be nuidamental to, and factors in, hi@ level performance. 

High Functioninn Behaviours Which Are Not Excessive. Exclusive or Extreme 

lhree of the four participants all agreed that peak pdomance behaviour taken to its 

extreme causes stress, agony or illness. Lcss excessive, yet optimal behaviours on the other 

hand, still benefit or enhance their weli-king. 

Mathew's descriptive report is a good example of what happened to him (several 

years ago) when bis peak performance behaviour was taken to it's extreme. He said: 

1 became very wealthy. 1 owned four companies. 1 got mazried. 1 became a champion 

in my sport (Tae Kwon Do) and thea..I started to crash ... 1 crashed and destroyed my 

life in fact 1 went fiom the top of eveythllig to the bottom of everything. 1 lost 

eveqthïng ... l went nom a millionaire to banbupt 

Mathew's 'crash' led him on a search for answers that taught him not only how to 

achieve things (e-g., by leamhg the fiindamentai skills or codes that ailowed him to 

achieve) but also how to hold on to what he achieved. Mathew claimed that at the end of is 

search he realized that his problem many years ago was that he was obsessively focussed on 

just one thing. Thus, Y (Mathew) became very balanced." According to Mathew, "for me 

(now) peak performance is not just peak @ormance in one given m a  with some obsessive 

focus but fiom a balanced point of view." He said that "I used to do things that would add to 

the exclusive exclusion of them (i.e., ofothei things) .. Just doing Tae Kwon Do, ail day and 
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night..just doing ambulance day and night" (Le., creating and improving a successiùi 

paramedic emergency program for the city, the first of its kind in his city, at that time), and 

so on  His health and his relationships aud other t h g s  in his üfe dered. 

One questions then: (a) Did Mathew continue with some form of high level 

performance in his life and Miestyle? @) if so, is this type of high level performance possible 

in several areas (e-g., work, relationships) of an individual's life - thereby this balance, or 

balanced We, that Mathew refers to and now claims benefits bis weli-being? Stated Mathm 

Yeah (i.e., to both questions) you might not be the best in the world (e-g., the best 

athlete, best fiend or partner) but you would be at a top level, that is, the one 

percent level or the peak performa~lce level ....(h owever) 1 think to be the b a t  in the 

world (i.e., in an ana of speciality) you would reaiîy have to be exclusive. 

Thus, exclusivity or obsessive focus is what Mathew is against and what caused him 

to '%rash" that is, to lose jobs, money, his health, and his relationship. According to Mathew 

such exclusivity or world-best peak performance behaviour does not benefit or enhance 

well-being and cornes with (in Mathew's words) "a big price to pay." 

John's descriptive reports confirmed what Mathew said. For example, John claimeci 

that his past excessive peak pertormance bchaviour brought him illness, and that now he 

leads a more balanced, although still peak existence. He reflected: 

... there sure is stress and pressure and that's why 1 was sick 1 think just a year and a 

haifago. (Also) It's because 1 was over doing it and obviously my body was saying, 

you need a break. .... Basicdy to me @aianced means) ...j ust getting to bed earlier 

and getting up earlier and not staying up tiU the morning and getting up at nine. Now 

1 get to bed at eleven and get up at seven..I am sort of working out and doing a 

little bit more exercising and things like that. 
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However, at amther point of the interview, this pealc pcrformer said that his music b 

not me having a nine to five job, but "it's (more me) a 24 hou a &y gig." John pointed out 

again that "this is wodc 1 iike to do." Apparentiy, since this is work John &es to do he 

spends a great deal of t h e  and energy at it. Now though, his optimal behavioin is not as 

obsessive or exclusive as it once was. 

Maia confinned the two maie participants' reports stating that peak performance 

behaviour taken to its exmeme is not heaithy. She attestad that h a  optimal performance 

behaviour combined with the pace of her career and life are a stniggie and a bit of "a 

juggle." Therefore she added, "Like anything else if you have too much of a good thing 

sometimes it's too much." Maia reveaied that for that reason she took long breaks fiom 

herself and her peak performance behaviour, watched movies, ate chocolates and blocked 

out the world and relaxed. Additionally, Maia let it be known that she is no stranger to 

taking vacations. 

One can conclude then that peak performance behaviour need not be viewed as an 

extreme situation although it can still be seen as an optimal one. Less extreme peak 

performance still benefits individuais, as seen with the participants in this study who as a 

result of their optimai, yet not extrrme behaviours were left with feelings of joy and 

satisfaction as opposed to the agony, stress or iUness that extreme peak behaviours once 

Influencina Factors: Need for Indenendence. - Control or Mastm. Growth and Deveio~rnent 

Two of the participants, Sarah and Maia, asserted that theù need for independence, 

that is to have their own money aud to lead the lives they desired, were influencing factors 

that drove them toward optimal perfomancc. Additionally, for both Sarah and Maia, control 

in one's area of speciality and in one's life w m  also important fhcton. 
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John and Mathew's descriptive reports on the other hand, focussed on growth and 

improvement ne& as influencing factors in their rrspeaive peak perf'ormances. The issue 

of having control and mastery in life was also mentioned in Mathew's descriptive report as 

an infîuencing factor in driving this driven individual's optimal performance. Therefore, 

peak performance behaviour in dl four participants allowed them to gain independence, to 

gain a sense of control over their lives, to grow and develop to their potential, *ch in tum 

gave them feelings of confidence, or control or joy and satisfaction, thus well-Mg. 

Consider Maia's repart d e n  she talked about her earlier years as a teenager d l  

living at home: 

1 felt like 1 was betrayed (Le., by my parents, especially my mother). Here al1 dong 

I've k e n  told you know work hard and go to University and we will do whatever it 

takes (e-g., pay for your education) to get you to University because this is what we 

want for you ... and I felt like 1 had no control (Le., when they did not 'corne 

through'), and it d y  ticked me oE..so 1 just said the Hell with you no thanks.... i f 1  

didn't have the money (Le., fiom her part-tirne job as a student) 1 would be W y  

stuck ... So lack of control (in the past), that's partly what drives me. 

Maia claïmeci that she gained control and mastery fiom doing what she had to do in 

order to gain financial independence and thereby conûol over the details in her Me. "One of 

the main things that drives me (now) is that 1 want to be independent and have my own 

money," she said. 

Additionally, she stated that as the child of immigrants and "&et fceling aii my 

teenage years that 1 was some sort of shlock that didn't fit in and m y  clothes didn't fit in... 

(and that) 1 was some sort of weirdo," the peak performance behaviour (i.e., as a designer) 

was a sort of "justification ... t e b g  me that 1 was not clueless and it just really made me feel 
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self-confident..(and that 1 am) somelhing different (i-e.. not weird, but reaily good at what 1 

do)." 

Sarah's peak peifomance behaviour, not uniike Maia's peak behaviour was also 

infîuenced by simiIar factors, that is, a need for control in her Me. or a sense of mastery over 

hersell; as well as a need for independence. 'Ihis peak pedormance behaviour in tum gave 

Sa&, like it did Maia, confidence and a sense of weli-being. 

Consider Sarah's report about hachüdhood, much of which was spent m the 

countryside with grandparents. She said: 

When 1 came to Winnipeg 1 was absolutely appaiied (i.e., shocked by al1 the t b g s  

that were going on) .... they (other kids) knew d l  sorts of things 1 didn't know and 

they didn't seem to be the kinds of things that your mother would want you to know 

about. 

Thus, Sarah felt not only appalled but also somewhat out of place with the new (and 

seemingly sophisticated) city kids - not a unique situation. Additionally, she mentioned that 

she was offended by an IQ test that she was given around this time (which by the way she 

scored highly on). 'T was outraged at being singleci out to take this ridicuious test," she said. 

1 asked Sarah where her drive for her above average behaviour came hm, if some 

of it came fiom reacting to insecurity h m  her past. Sarah claimed that there could be "an 

element of responding to what you feel is a criticism," and king  différent h m  other 

people, that rnakes one try harder. Notably, Sarah stated that (in her adult Me) she realized 

that "there are two things that 1 needed. 1 needed my own statu and my own income," and 

that she wouid get those things by excelling in the iegal profession. 

Mathew, like the other two participants dso taiked about his childhood. Initialiy, 

insecurity h m  Mathew's past &ove him to try to be the 'absolute best' he couid be, but 
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obsessively so, a factor that influenced his peak performance behaviom, but which did not 

initialiy benefit him. However eventuaUy, as a result of his 'crash' due to his obsessive 

behaviour, Mathew was once again driven toward a newer kind of more balanced but d l  

optimal fbnctioning which did benefit and enhance his weîî-being. Consider Mathew's 

comment: 

1 never felt good enough. 1 came h m  a family of origin w k e  my parents were 

always critical and controlling and they fe1 t... (pause), and 1 never felt adequate. So 1 

always felt insecure. So, a lot of my drive is (or was) insecurity, 

Clearly, a n d  for control and mastery over his Life was an influencing factor in 

Mathew's performance. Notably, at thk pmsent t h e  Mathew is driven to peak performance 

by his need or desire to hilnll his potential "as a part of a creative expression as a part of an 

expression of one's soui.... To create the master piece that your Life t d y  na& to be." Also, 

Mathew believes that peak Monnance and his own peak performance behaviour is about: 

... an evolution of conscioumess, to maximize tha t.... It's achieving, it's growing, and 

evohhg, so (if or when) you have the codes (Le., fitndamentd skilis and a system of 

'how to') ...y ou have the hdth ,  the love, the romance, the excitement, the money, 

the peace of mind and self-rnastry, the c m ,  the finances that you want, (hence 

weIi-king). 

John's comments mimred Mathew's reports on growth and devefopment. John said, 

"1 never stop learning ... and that's what kind of drives me now more than anything. Iust a 

desire to Iearn and keep improving." He added: 

1 mean the more you know the more you realize there is to know and that applies to 

everything, everythllrg nght? So, it certsinly applies to music. So, you can never 
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stop improving m u s i d y  you have to keep working, keep practising throughout 

your whole Lifc but it applies to evaytbing. 

The fïndïings revealed that although the pcak performing individuals in this study 

may have had certain needs that iduenced theù performances, such as a need for 

independence or mastery of one& as well as a need to grow or evolve; these needs were 

and are primariiy growth motivated. Inat is to say that Wnatever the participants may have 

Iacked in their fonaative or younget years, they were mainly motivated by a need to grow to 

theK own potential, to become the masters of their own lives. 

Fun. Interest. Love. Jov and Fulfilment in Area of Sbecialitv 

AU four participants had an interest, passion or love for their work. As a resuit, 

optimal bctioning in their area of specialty was not a stniggle but instead was hm or 

enjoyable, which in tum d t e d  in fidfhent or satisfaction, thereby a sense of weii-being. 

Mathew, a consultant and director of his own counselling centre described how he 

felt during a peak pefiomiance moment (or M e  fiuictionbg at peal Levels). "Everything 

(is) clicking, in flow. ... connected ....ye ah (there is) no smiggle, (it's) easy, fun, exciting, 

simple .... It's fulfilling when you achieve and thni you want to go ont0 the next 

achievement." Mathew also said that his good felings corne nom his optimal behaviour but 

are comected to bis spirit whkh needs to express itselfand "...to evolve to high levels and 

to win. Yeah it's part of the human spirit-" Regardhg his area of speciality, he remarked 

that he gets gceat satisfaction fiom seehg people actuaily king helped and their lives being 

hproved. "And that's satisfying, to help, to see theù lives change" (Le., for the better), he 

stated. 

Maia's cornments were not d e  Mathew's reports. Maia, an interior designer and 

f m e r  award wlluiing fashion designer stated that interior design for her is about, "...the 
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thri11 of if 1 mean the excitement of it, to do something that you are happy with." Maia 

claimed that an added advantage of king a peak perfomer is that she can inspire her 

daughter, and that king an inspiration to her daughter brings her added joy and satisfaction. 

It is ' W l y  important to me (to Maia)," Maia Etatcd that "she (ie., Maia's daughter) is 

seeing how 1 h c t i o n  and she's seeing what people say about me and w h t  people say about 

my work and so I'm an inspiration to her!" Note that positive fadback plays an important 

role in infiuencing Maia's peak performance behaviour. 

Sarah and John reflected the other participants' descriptive reports. Sarah, a former 

lawyer and now judge, refnrrd to her work as 'Vian." Additionally, she said that 'Toy cornes 

to mind." John, a jazz pianist and composer, replied, 'When 1 work on music, 1 have ail 

kinds of feelings, when something works 1 feel very happy." At one point he stated that 

working on his music is "a feeling like fiying!" 

Regarding joy, satisfaction and fidfihent in jobs weii done, and outside feedback, 

thne of the participants, Mathew, Maia, and Sarah felt a great sense of joy, satisfaction or 

fidfilment, while the foiiah participant, John, had a slightly dinerent viewpoint. For 

instance, regarding the former three participants, being able to help other individuals and 

make them happy with their respective counselling, design or legal skills brought the 

participants a lot of joy and fiilfilment, as did the positive feedback they received from these 

individuals (i.e., clients, colleagues, fiends). However in the case of the fourth participant, 

John, the recognition and admiration he received (that was favourable) haci not necessanly 

made him feel really good. John claimed, "Because 1 know how much better it (Le., his 

music) can be," pointing out his need for knowledge and improvement. One mwt, he said 

" ... keep improving ... keep practising, k n p  working." This wmment demonstrates John's 

drive and dedication, yet points out that optimal performance in any given area may not 
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always bring 'great' joy or satidactioa Notably, John also said that his optimal behaviow in 

his music and his passion for hio music did not necessariïy bring agony either. 'No, it's not 

agony at all. 1 mean it is joyfd in it's own way ... but it takcs time and a lot of hours." 

One concludes that interest and passion for one's work are important factors for 

optimal performance. Addïtionally, positive feedback, or as Sarah said, a "healthy level of 

(positive) feedback" is also a factor in pealc pedonnance or in 'driving the driven'. This 

peak performance behaviour in tum brings a s e m e  of joy and satisfaction or hilnlment 

(although perhaps not always the greatest sense of satisfaction as in John's case) which in 

tum leaves individuals with a smse of well-being. 

Findings and Their Implications 

The results or themes featured and highlighted certain aspects of phenornena. 

Additionally, the findings confimeci many of the results in the literahm. This fact does not 

mean that the hdings in this present study are not desenuig of notice. hstead, the 

expression of peak performance behaviours and their result have been shown both in this 

study as in the literature to add a compelhg perspective toward positive life enhancement. 

On concludes then îhat peak pafonners can be fomd in all aspects of We. niey do 

not necessarily have to be the absolute best in their field nor world class in theù endeavours. 

For example, a minor league hockey player is not considered by society to be in the same 

category as the famous hockey star Wayne GretJty. Yet, he may exhibit in his own league 

the same attributes as a hockey 'star'. John, a participant in this study, is a good musician 

and composer who played with jazz great Buddy Rich, yet he is not considered by most of 

society to be in the same category as Buddy Rich. John, like the optirnally fùnctioning 

(fictitious) minor league hockey playa, is however 'a cut above the rest'. Notably, John and 

the hockey player, if bctioning to the best of their abilities, may exhibit all of the same 
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qualities of the world-class pdomia. This behaviour in turn gives thcm their sense of 

personal satisfaction and we11-king. (Note h t  'weli-bcing' for the most part refers to 

mental and emotional wcll-being, however physicai weU-king may dso be included since 

mental and emotional well-being can influence physicai weiiness.) 

Imb lications 

Ail four peak pafomiers in this study share cornmon qwdities which are simüar to 

the world class achievers in the literaturc. Thus, one concludes that peak performers act, 

think and feel things in a particular ways which make them high level achievers. The 

implication being that if these common traits or qualities are applied to ordinary and regular 

individuals in theù arcas of interest or their lifestyles, they could renilt in a similar outcome 

- excellence and enhaaced well-king. 

Implications that are significant are as follows: 

1 .  Peukpe@ionnance need not be seen as worldly success, and can be viewed an 

optimal situation thaî need not be extrerne- This implies that peakperjiormance i s  an 

uttuniable state t h  con help ordinav individds r m r d  more effective living. 

To expand on this fint point, optimal paformance is not necessarily some exclusive 

performance that brings woridly success or psychological (and even physical) weI1-being. 

Such exclusive peak palormance which brings worldly niccess may be "a high prie  to 

pay", as Mathew reported and just "too much" as Maia pointed out Extreme performance 

and woddly m e s s  may also bring illness instead of weli-being, as seen in the descriptive 

reports of Mathew and John who expaienced psychologicai stress and physical iihess in 

their p a ~ t s  when their peak perfomance behaviours were extreme and obsessive. However, 

when both Mathew and John moderatad theu peak pe60miance behaviours (i.e., developed 
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less excessive and exclusive, yet still optimal behaviours) theu Iife experience was more 

positive (i.e, they had feelings of joy, or some sense of fÙEhent etc.). 

Peak performance then, can stilt be vie& as a peak or optimal situation which does 

not necessariiy need to be extmne or obstssive, as seen not only with Mathew and John but 

with al1 four participants. Notably, each participant's descriptive report of their a m  of 

speciality and their lives suggests a more balanced (although st i f l  optimal) life is more 

appeahg. In each participants' descriptive report of their own peak performance, the 

participants: stated that their thoughts, feelings and performances were positive. In nich 

positive states the participants were able to tap into their own potentiai, being the best that 

they could be. The implication is that such optimal (yet not extreme) performance can lead 

individuals toward more enhanced weli-king and more efftctive Living, whereas an extreme 

or exclusive performance in any one area could have just the opposite effect. 

2. Peakperfmonce is a growth motivatedprocess. That is to say, peak perfonners 

are driven by theu own need for the fiMment and growth or development of their own 

potentiai. For example, Mathew sbted that his own perfomrance was about "an evolution of 

consciousness, to maximize that .... It's achieving, it's growing, and evolving." Similarly 

John said, "1 never stop leamhg ... and that's what kind of drives me now more than 

anything. Just a desire to learn and keep improving-" The implication of such positive 

thoughts, feelings, attitudes and behaviours even in situations that are not extreme, is that 

they (Le., peak performance behaviours) can benefit ordinary individuais with similar 

positive effects (e-g., the quality of absorption in an area of interest resultiag in a sense of 

Miment and joy in the individual). The first step in a performance program or in 

performance counsellhg to enhance the lives of ordlliary individuals could be to teach them 
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individuals' lives. As Mathew stated in his descriptive reports, there is a "system" or a 

"code" which means that there are peak performance techniques which are Wntten down. 

These techniques are "duplicable" and c m  be studied and rnimred or modelled Therefore, 

it is possible for ordinary individuais to benefit fkom them. 

6. Peakpetfonning individuas who are task-oriented versus ego-oriented may huve 

an amtantoge. ûne notes that ai l  four participants in this study are what Hardy and Jones e t  

al. (1992) would call task-oriented pcrformers which means that if these individuals makc 

comparisons, they do so based primarily on their own improvement regarding their own task 

on hand. This is dinerent h m  the egoorientad @onners d o s e  cornpetence, 

(achievement and weu-being) is based on their own ability versus others' ability. The 

former approach emphasizes leamhg and the latter cornpetition against the opposition. In 

the literature, peak performers are found who have either or both approaches, and whose 

weii-being seems to be benefited by either approach. However, in regards to the participants 

in this present study the fonner approach (i.e., being task-oriented and emphasizing 

learning, growth and development) was the primary focus, while the latter approach leA a 

lot to be desired. 

For example, one recails fiom the descriptive reports that when Mathew sou@ 

exclusive, obsessive peak performance behaviour and ego-oriented pdomance, competing 

in the Canadian Tae Kwon Do championship - he did so at tremendous cost to himself. 

Although Mathew did win the championship, he also "crashed-" Not paying attention to his 

other affairs, Mathew lost his business, money, his marriage, and so on. Such exclusivity, 

ego-oriented peiromance, and worldly cornpetition did not benefit Mathew in any way. 

Apparently, for Mathew as for the other thme participants weli-king came about as the 

direct result of optimal behaviour that was learniag or p w t h  or ta& motivated. Note that 
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this feature of the ego-oriented versus the task-oriented pdiormer could be consideration for 

m e r  study. 

7 .  Peakperjionning in&idwIs have a winning attitude, that ik, thoy are positive in 

their thougk  a d  actions a d  they con accept their reality more clearly, seeing Ire as àt is 

not as they would Iike it to be. Such individuals, Wre those in this present sîudy and those 

noted in the fiterature review, do not spend time blamhg, penonallzing, or victimizing, (Le., 

focussing on negativity) and they rrmain flexible. These Qualities if taught to, developed, 

and achieved in ordinary individuals could help less adjusted people lead more effective 

lives, focussing on, as John said, "understand(ing) what is reaiiy important in Men (i.e., the 

Iife experience). 

One concludes on the foliowing note. John, in this present study, made a valid point. 

He stated that what is realiy important in his Me, and he felt in Life in general, is physical, 

mental and emotionai wel1-being. The other participants descriptive reports nflected similar 

comments, as they made refmnces to leading happy and balanced, though optimal lives. 

The findings however, also suggest that John's music, Maia's interior design, Mathew's 

counselling and consulting, and Sarah's position on the 'bench', are interests or passions 

which helped inspire each individuai to peak performance (albeit not exchsive or excessive 

performance), the peak perfomance behaviour in turn giving them their sense of weli-being. 

Concluding Statements 

The results of this pment study suggest that peak @ormance behaviour does 

enhance well-being and malces individuais feel confident, in control, fultiled, and joyfûl. 

This behaviour can be modelled and can be taught to ordinary individuals to enhance their 

Iives. Most individuais seek harmony and balance, which in itseifwill enhance their lives. 
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They do not necessariiy need the exclusivity, obsession, and pahaps  even the hardship that 

may corne with being world-class. 

If one keeps in mind that world-class peak performmce may k too high of a price 

to pay, but that high level performance wili di have -me rewards; then ohidying and 

modehg  just some of the thoughts and behaviours of these peak @ormers can help 

individuais do just that, and capture that faling, because Iike John said, it's "a feeling like 

fiying!" Joseph Campbell, author ofthe Power of W h  wouid probably agree. He said that 

'uniat we're seeking is an experience of king alive, so that our life experiences on the 

purely physicai plane wiil have monances within our own innemost king and realiîy, so 

that we actually feel the rapture of being dive" (Campbell, 1991, p. 1). 
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Letter of Consent 

1 am a graduate student of the University of Manitoba cwreatly w o h g  on a Master 

of Education de- in the area of Educationai Psychology. As part of my program, I am 

conducting a thesis study d l e d  Perspectives on Peak Pe.fonnance. 

Pumose. The purpose of this study is to explore the perspectives of individuais who 

are peak pefiorxners- How do they thmk and what do they do in ordcr to hct ion at optimal 

performance Ievels, in their area of speciality? Are there cornmon panmis and themes that 

emerge among their descriptive reports? 1 am explorhg these questions fiom the point of 

view of peak performing individuals themselves. 

Peak performance was defined in the fiterature (Privette, 1991) as optimal or 

superior functioning, "releasing latent powm to behave effectively in athletic prowess, 

artistic expression, inteilectual endeavours, intapasonal relationships, moial courage, or 

any activity" (p. 17 1). For the purpose of this particular study which 1 wilI be conducting, 

peak perfomers are individuals, who by releasing thei own unique abilities, are fiinctioning 

at above average levels and at their personal ben These individuais are peak pedomim 

because they also elicit response, admiration and recognition h m  their pers, colleagues 

and community. 

Procedures. Ifyou agree to participate in this study of peak @ormias, 1 will be 

conducting two, one-hour interviews with you In the firn interview, 1 will ask a few 

guiding questions that 1 hope will stimulate your thoughts and get you to talk about your 

experiences in your area of recognition. The second interview will be used as an opportunity 

for any follow-up questions or any new questions that 1 might have, basad on the fkst 

interview. Additionally, the second interview can be used for any M e r  contributions that 
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the participant might have. Participants in this study WU not be in bmch of any 

confïdentiality which wiU require permission or knowledge h m  any @or (e.g a boss or 

an organization). Information wiîi relate to penod amiutes and not to any psrticdar 

learned or copy Wntten procedures. 1 do not expect you to breach any confidentiaiity of any 

associates, students or other individualS. Additiody, you are fke not to answer any 

questions with which you are uncornfortable and you can withdraw h m  the interview at 

anytime. 'The interviews wiii be ta@ and t ra i iscr i i  Identities will be confidentid 

throughout al1 stages of the research. A pseudonym will be used in place of your r d  name 

in al1 writing and publication of the resuits. Following the shdy all tapes will be destroyed. 

At that t h e  1 will also sent you a brief summary of the resuits. 

If you have any fùrther questions please contact me or contact my advisor, Dr. 

Kelvin Seifert, at the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba, 

at (204) 474-9859. 

Researcher 

1 (participant's signature) give my consent to 

participate in the study of Perspectives on Peak Perfmance as described in this letter. 

Date 





Interview Guide 

Introduction: 

ï've asked you to be part of my study because 1 see you as a peak pedormer in your 

area of speciality. 1 view you as a peak perfomier becausc (as outiïned in the letter of 

consent) you are hctioning at an above average level in your ana of speciality. You illicit 

nsponse, admiration, and recognition h m  your peers, coIleagues and cornmuaity. 

ï'm interviewhg you in order to understand the connection between your externiil 

performance and your internai eXpenence. In order to undentand this wmection, 1 will ask 

you a few guiding questions that 1 hope will stimulate your thoughts and get you to talk 

about your experiences. Questions or statements are as follows: 

1.1 am interested in peoples' experiences in their areas of recognitioa Teîi me about 

yourself and your a m  of speciality. (Background information). 

2. Give me your perspectives on your own experiences with peak perfonnance. 

3. Peak performers state in the iiterature that they have various skiils and strategies 

to enhance their performance, to help them cope with adversity and so o n  Teil me about the 

way you think when you are fiinctioning at peak pcrforxnance Ievels. 

4. Tell me about any particular behaviours you may have, or things you do, when 

you are functioning at peak performance levels. 

5. Could you tell me how yout optimal fùnctioning behaviour makes you feel? (If 

necessary, 1 will elaborate pointing out that some peak performers c l a h  that their paaicular 

hi& perfonnance hctioning brings about a state of well-king whereby they feel a sense 

of fûlfïlment or joy, xnastery or control and so on, which may or may not nlur into othet 

aspects of their lives. Other peak penonners claim just the opposite stating that their optimal 

functioning in their area of speciaiity brings them agony.) 
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6. You've rcceived recognition and admitation in thir area of speciality. Could you 

teii me how this recognition a d  admiration make you fcel? 

7. What is the most satisfying thing you've ever done? 




